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ABSTRACT
Personal data has gained significance in the past few decades and is being used in different
ways, such as research. The recently gazetted Data Protection Act of Kenya lays out
regulations for the processing of personal data. The Act aims to regulate the use and
processing of personal data. The new law commissions the Office of the Data
Commissioner that is required to make guidelines to be followed when processing personal
data. The office is also in charge of documenting the obligations of data controllers and
producers. The Act highlights the general rules to be applied when processing personal data
and special categories of personal data such as health data when carrying out research. The
Act stipulates that personal data cannot be transferred out of Kenya without consent of the
data subject and provision of proof of the precautions taken to secure the data. This provides
a challenge to organizations that have multinational operations and would like to use the
data for research purposes.
Although the Act creates restrictions for organizations that process personal data, there are
exemptions provided for special cases such as research. The Act exempts research from the
restrictions imposed on processing personal data to allow researchers to process personal
data. The Act also allows researchers to process and transfer personal data to foreign
countries without providing proof of protection in specific cases. To benefit from these
exemptions, researchers must put in place appropriate safeguards and maintain ethical
standards which will lower the risks of data privacy breaches or act against the rights of
data subjects.
Researchers must follow the guidelines to avoid abuse or misinterpretation of these
exemptions. Restrictions should be placed on data collection and processing for research
purposes. Researchers should be informed of the laws' implications on the use of personal
data. The Data Protection Act requires data subjects to be informed on their right to consent
for their personal data to be used. Researchers were only required to get consent by
obtaining ethical approval to collect personal data for their studies. The need for consent
during data collection and retention could pose a challenge to research and data reuse since
the scope of the use of personal data for research is not clearly outlined.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the impact of data privacy and security laws
on research practices in a selected Kenyan research institution. This was motivated by the
need to ensure data confidentiality, as highlighted in the privacy laws. Specifically, the
iv

study aimed to examine the challenges faced by these institutions while applying the data
protection regulations in their research, explore what practices in data analytics can be used
to mitigate these challenges, and propose a solution that utilizes data analytics to help
research institutions adhere to Kenya’s Data Privacy and Protection Laws. The objective
of this research was to identify the challenges research institutions face in achieving
compliance with the Kenya Data Protection Act 2020 and develop a prototype that uses
key performance indicators to monitor risk compliance to help research institutions adhere
to the Data Privacy Act of Kenya. The study also focused on validating and testing the
solution to show how the tool would be useful in helping research institutions to be
compliant with the Data Protection Act of Kenya. The research resulted in the publishing
of a research paper submitted to the Journal of Languages, Technology, and
Entrepreneurship (JOLTE). The paper, written in collaboration with Dr. Paul Okanda, was
based on the thesis topic and underpinned the contents of the study.
The study used the design science methodology as a systematic guide to shed more light
on analysis, their limitations, and consequences in order to solve the research problem.
Design science aims to provide instructions for actions that are applicable to the study and
includes seven steps that were applied to the study. To support the study, data was obtained
through a questionnaire as defined in the data collection methods. Questionnaires were
selected since they are relatively easy to analyze, easier to administer, and their format is
familiar to most of the respondent’s professional activities. The data was analyzed using
SPSS using both descriptive and inferential statistics, which supported the study by
showing the relationship between the variables.
From the responses of the questionnaire, the main challenge that researchers encountered
was the lack of training and provision of awareness of how the Data Protection Act would
affect their research and research practices. The majority of the researchers were aware of
the Act and the regulations placed on research. Most of the responses from the
questionnaire indicated that the researchers followed policies to secure their data and
followed policies on data subject rights management. Research institutions must carefully
consider the processing of personal data and review their policies regularly to adjust as
needed. For further studies, it is recommended that the study incorporates how other data
analytics methods such as machine learning can be useful in helping organizations comply
with data protection regulations.
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CHAPTER 1.0: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background of the Problem
According to the Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (RSA) Data Privacy & Security Report (RSA,
2019), where 7,500 individuals were surveyed, 80 percent of respondents said they lost
banking and financial data. Private data like passwords and national identity information
was stolen from the respondents, which created concern among 76 percent of the
respondents. 62 percent of the respondents of the report say they voluntarily submitted
the data to third parties in surveys. The report concluded that as data subjects become
better informed, they look to seek transparency from the organizations collecting their
data. The distrust in organizations and how they handle personal information has led
some respondents to falsify data when responding to surveys and questionnaires to avoid
privacy breaches or the risk of having their data resold.
Personal data has gained significance in the past few decades and is being used in different
ways. Despite the legal restrictions on processing personal data, data subjects view the
extensive collection of data with distrust. Legal battles between data subjects and processors
have shown the need to redraft regulations to face today's privacy challenges. The European
Union therefore introduced the General Data Protection Regulation (EU, 2018). The GDPR
legal framework introduced a new era in global data protection and privacy by setting new
regulations that apply to any organization that handles the data belonging to citizens of any
European Union (EU) nation. The regulation covers companies registered in the European
Union and foreign businesses that transact with EU customers. GDPR also imposes
restrictions on processing and sharing the personal data of European citizens and residents
and requires an organization to notify data regulators or agencies of a privacy breach within
72 hours.
It is now two years since GDPR was installed as law, and organizations have had a fair time
incorporating the regulation into their policies. While the new regulation has been useful in
preventing data misuse, data security breaches from individuals and countries not under the
jurisdiction of the law are not covered. Organizations have been required to reduce the
consumption of personal data for their business processes. Research institutions are not
exempt due to their high reliance on data collection and analysis for their publications.
Previously, researchers have been self-regulated, but this is due to change with the
introduction of data protection regulations. In Kenya, the Data Protection Act of Kenya
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(No.181, 2019) was passed into law in 2019 and is designed to enhance the protection of
personal data in Kenya. The Act places restrictions on the use of personal data while
strengthening the data subject's rights.
Institutions that require collection of personally identifiable data to be collected from
participants are required to provide assurance through the research ethics process. They will
need to show that the research will adhere to the Act. The institution must therefore notify
research respondents how their data will be used. A Participant Information Sheet should be
provided to participants and should contain the purpose of the data collection and processing
and indicate who will have access to their information (Innovation, 2019). The institution
must also maintain the confidentiality of data and protect the identity of individuals and
ensure that data is accurate and up to date. In case of collaboration with firms outside of
Kenya, data may not be transferred to countries unless the firm has provided evidence of
data protection regulations in place, the participants have provided explicit consent for the
transfer data and the firm has a signed contract specifying data protection requirements that
have been put in place.
This presents a need to equip Kenyan researchers, data controllers, and producers with the
necessary skills to adhere to the Act. Questions arise on how researchers can comply with
the Act. Exemptions provided for research data apply to the processing of the data.
Therefore, researchers are not sure how the restrictions on the transfer of personal data are
applicable in research. The new regulation does not clearly outline regulations for publishing
research data. The Act might also hinder collaboration as the law does not clearly stipulate
guidelines where the data subjects are based outside the country. The regulation
(Section28(b), 2019) stipulates that personal data can’t be transferred outside Kenya unless
there is proof of adequate data protection safeguards or consent from the data subject. While
researchers might be exempt from obtaining proof, they are still required to seek approval
from the Data Commissioner.
There is a need for an examination of research methods and practices. To begin with, it might
be difficult to identify uses of research data collected that fall under data protection concerns.
The major reason for this is the blur that exists between what is personally identified
information (PII) and what is not. Recent studies show one can link non-PII to individuals.
A study revealed that one was able to identify eighty percent of 500,000 Netflix subscribers
14

who were classified as anonymous. Their identity could be linked to their ratings in the
Netflix database for at least three films. The study by Paul Ohm (Ohm, 2010) was able to
establish a link between the data sample and movie ratings made in the Internet Movie
Database (IMDb) by the same individuals. The study has drawn on this research and other
studies to argue, “No matter what the data administrator does to anonymize the data, an
adversary with the right outside information can use the data’s residual utility to reveal other
information”. It is not clear which research datasets require adherence to the set guidelines
and those that do not. This analysis will focus on the risks that research data creates to
privacy and the kinds of cautionary processes that should be taken to comply with data
protection laws.
1.2 Problem Statement
Data protection laws could potentially impact modern research methods. The Act was not
installed to regulate research, but some sections seem to affect research. Section 31 of the
Act (Section31(1), 2019) places new restrictions on the processing of health data and
imposes guidelines for those who collect such data. Experts warn that the need for
researchers to explain their data collection methods as stipulated by the regulations could
make them illegal. Section 28b of the Act (Section28(b), 2019) also requires consent when
processing personal data from the data subjects. Previously, researchers obtained consent to
collect personal data by seeking ethical approval from their institutions. The new regulations
have introduced the need for consent and detailed data collection and storage methods to be
used during research. The scope of the use of personal data and its reuse has not been clearly
outlined.
While protecting users' data privacy breaches is a top priority, others believe that data
protection laws tend to hamper research. A report by Nick Wallace (Nick Wallace, 2018)
finds GDPR regulations to be slowing down research and innovation. The report points out
that the regulations could raise the cost of research while the right to explanation could bring
down the accuracy of the study. Researchers would need to be informed on the implication
of the regulations on research that will require the collection and use of personal data.
Research and academic institutions would be required to appoint data controllers through
their designated authority according to section 5 of the Act (Section(5), 2019). In case an
institution cannot cover the cost of hiring a data protection officer, there is an option of
sharing across institutions when employing the services of one data controller. In health
research, genetic and biometric data are classified as sensitive data. The law also has
15

provided exemptions on research data. Therefore, research that involves the use of sensitive
data would be subject to exemptions. Data governance activities are not practiced in most
research institutions, introducing a conundrum of how to enforce the Act.
If the problem is not adequately addressed, most research institutions would be forced to
incur fines imposed by the law hence hindering research in the future. This study, therefore,
sought to explore the challenges faced by academic and research institutions in achieving
compliance with the Data Protection Act of Kenya and recommend how they can implement
data analytics to comply with the law. The study reviewed current data collection practices
and activities in research institutions and proposed a solution to ensure that their current
systems comply with the data protection regulations set in place.
1.3. Objectives of the Research
1.3.1 General Objective
The main objective of this research was to identify the challenges research institutions face
in achieving compliance with the Kenya Data Protection Act 2020 and to develop a
conceptual prototype that utilizes data analytics to guide institutions on how to integrate the
Act in their data protection strategy.
1.3.2 Specific Objectives
i. Review of the challenges faced by research institutions in adopting compliance with the
Data Privacy Act of Kenya.
ii. Implement a prototype solution that utilizes Key Performance Indicators to monitor risk
compliance to help research institutions adhere to the Data Privacy Act of Kenya.
iii. Validation of the proposed solution.
1.4 Importance of the Study
This study aimed to contribute to research, especially in academic institutions. Research
focusing on the measures research institutions must put in place to comply with the data
protection act of Kenya during data collection has not been comprehensively undertaken,
despite the law being introduced in November 2019. The study outlined how research
institutions can use data analytics to carry out their data collection and processing in view of
the new regulations. The study focused on the preparation of questionnaires, surveys, and
other data collection methods used in research in a manner that is compliant with the Data
16

Protection Act of Kenya. This will enable researchers and other relevant stakeholders to
appreciate the use of analytics in data masking, pseudonymization, and encryption.
The proposed solution is a software solution that would be used as a guide to comply with
the Data Protection Act of Kenya. The features of the solution included the use of skip logic
in questions to guide researchers on risk assessment based on the data required for their
research and provide recommendations on which sections of the law they should pay
attention to. The tool included a feature to produce synthesized data using anonymization
and pseudonymization, giving researchers the freedom to carry out analysis while protecting
subjects’ personal data. The solution also enabled researchers to rethink and review existing
data storage practices for future uses of the research data by using encryption to ensure the
security of data that will be used at a future date. It would offer more insights that will
supplement the initial understanding in the realms of data protection and stimulate further
research in this area of study.
1.5 Scope of the Study
The scope of the study revolves around the compliance of research institutions to the Data
Protection Act of Kenya, which includes Public and Private Universities. The study focused
on USIU-Africa students, especially in graduate and post-graduate programs. Most students
at this level are required to carry out research or experiments for their thesis. Therefore, these
students will have to regulate their data collection methods to be compliant with the data
protection act of Kenya.
1.6 Definition of Terms
Some of the terms in the context of the study include the following.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) – Tao (Tao, 2019) refers to artificial intelligence as the
simulation of human intelligence in machines that are programmed to think like humans and
mimic their actions. The term may also be applied to any machine that exhibits traits
associated with a human mind, such as learning and problem-solving.
Big Data Analytics - Big Data analytics are a useful technology tool to forecast market
preference based on open source, structured and unstructured data. According to Cisco, the
global IP traffic will exceed 1000 Exabytes (i.e., one zettabyte) by the year 2016. To put the
quantity of data being discussed here into perspective, one zettabyte of data is the same
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volume as the Great Wall of China (Forum, 2015). This explosion of data is what is referred
to as big data.

Personal data
Personal data is classified as any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural
person, whereby the person can be identified, directly or indirectly, according to Section 19
(Section19(2(a)), 2019) of the Act.
Special categories data
Special categories data is any personal data that is combined with information on a person's
race, ethnic origin, political opinion, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union
membership, genetic data, biometric data, data concerning health, sex life, or sexual
orientation according to Section 45 (Section45, 2019) of the Act.
Data controller
A data controller is a person or organization who determines the purposes for which and the
way personal data are processed according to Section 19 (Section19, 2019) of the Act.
Data processor
A data processor is a person who processes data on behalf of the controller according to
Section 19 (Section19, 2019) of the Act.
Data processing
Data processing is any operation performed on personal data, whether by automated means,
such as collection, recording, organization, structuring, storage, adaptation or alteration,
retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by transmission, dissemination or making available,
alignment or combination, restriction, erasure, or destruction (Commission E., 2018).
Pseudonymization
According to the Data Protection Commission (Commission D. P., 2019), Pseudonymization
is processing the personal data in such a manner that it can no longer be attributed to a
specific data subject without the use of additional information, which needs to be kept
separately and subject to technical and organizational measures.
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1.7 Summary
This chapter started by introducing the background of the research problem. The study aimed
to focus on the risks that research data creates to privacy and the kinds of cautionary
processes that should be taken to comply with data protection laws. The chapter includes the
problem statement of the study, which is to review current data collection practices and
activities in research institutions in view of the data protection regulations set in place. This
chapter described the main objective of the research, which was to identify the challenges
research institutions face in achieving compliance to the Kenya Data Protection Act and
propose a solution that uses data analytics to enhance compliance with data protection laws
here in Kenya. The chapter states the importance and scope of the study, highlighting the
need for research institutions to comply with the Data Protection Act of Kenya. As stated in
the chapter, the study focused on post-graduate students in USIU-Africa who are carrying
out research for their thesis. The second chapter of the research will focus on a review of
literature on recent studies that focused on data protection regulations. The chapter begins
by introducing the theory of regulatory compliance and indicates how the theory would be
applied in the study. The chapter will introduce the General Data Protection Regulation and
the Data Protection Act of Kenya. The chapter will focus on the challenges faced in
implementing the Act in research institutions and propose how data analytics can be used to
mitigate the challenges. The second chapter introduces the proposed solution and compares
it with other similar solutions that have been developing.
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CHAPTER 2.0: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the literature related to the problem content by reviewing previous
studies on data protection regulation. In this chapter, the study focuses on the adoption of
data protection laws and the challenges posed to academic research. The chapter is organized
based on the research objectives related to this study. This chapter describes what data
protection laws are and how they have been adopted in the world. This chapter also discusses
how research has been impacted by the adoption of data protection laws. The chapter also
introduces the proposed solution and provides a comparative study of existing solutions
developed for data protection compliance.
2.2 Data Protection Laws
Data Protection Laws (Data Protection Laws, 2021) are legislation, regulation, or code of
practice that relates to the protection of individuals about the processing of personal data.
Data privacy and protection laws provide a legal framework to guide organizations on how
to obtain, use and store private data. The data protection laws highlight the rights of
individuals to control the use of their data and who has access to it. They also have the right
to be informed on how their data is stored, the purpose for its use and they have the right to
request the deletion. Majority of countries worldwide have adopted comprehensive data
protection regulations into their laws.
The European Union adopted the General Data Protection Regulation (EU, 2018) on May
25, 2018. California adopted a similar data protection legislation known as the California
Consumer Privacy Act of 2018. Colorado also enacted HB1128, which came into effect on
September 1, 2018, that includes new requirements for breach notification, retention, and
security to protect the privacy of Colorado residents. Collectively, these regulations represent
the most important developments in data privacy in the previous years and are a show of
increased emphasis on individual data rights. Although there might be a divergence of data
protection laws, there are eight major core principles that are adhered to in implementing the
different regulations. The core principles as shown in Figure 2 below, are applied by all data
protection regimes to all those processing personal data.
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Figure 1: Data Protection Core Principles (UNCTAD, 2016)
The scope of these regulations applies to any organization that provides products and services
to covered individuals residing in a particular jurisdiction. In our increasingly connected
society, many organizations must comply with a set of independently developed state, federal,
and international regulations. Failure to do so results in significant penalties that could have
a significant impact on the organization's brand and finances. As a result, company executives
must be prepared to deal with new challenges related to regulatory compliance, transparency,
and accountability.
2.2.1 General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
GDPR (EU, 2018) requires organizations to protect the personal data of European Union
member citizens. Organizations that collect and process personal data will be required to
adhere to this regulation. GDPR was instituted by the European Parliament as a
replacement to an outdated data protection regulation that was implemented before the
age of the internet. The 1995 data directive became outdated as it did not address data
collection, transfer, and storage on the internet. GDPR restricts the transfer of personal
data to countries that are not EU member states. Any persons that store or process data
belonging to EU citizens or people in EU states fall under the jurisdiction of GDPR.
GDPR establishes the roles of a data controller, processor, and protection officer.
According to Chris Hoofnagle (Chris Jay Hoofnagle, 2019), the data controller defines
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constraints on the processing of data. A data controller is responsible for ensuring third
parties adhere to GDPR. Data processors oversee maintaining and processing personal
data and overseeing any external firm that performs these activities. Under GDPR, data
processors are liable in the case of non-compliance. The DPO oversees data security and
GDPR compliance strategy. Organizations are required to hire a DPO if they process or
store special personal data in the European Union member nations
When a data breach happens, the data controllers and processors should inform the DPO.
When and if working with a third-party processor that is not in compliance, your
organization is also considered non-compliant. This regulation outlines rules for
reporting data privacy breaches. Organizations in the EU are therefore required to lay
out the clients' rights under GDPR on their websites. Existing client contracts need to
spell out the responsibilities of the clients and the data processors. Organizations will
therefore need to agree on a compliant process for processing and storing client
information.
2.2.2 Data Protection Act of Kenya
Kenya introduced the first Data Protection Act in 2019 (No.181, 2019) with a
commencement date of November 25, 2019. The Act aims to regulate the collection and
processing of data concerning Kenyan citizens. The Act is modeled on the GDPR principles
of data protection. It outlines the rights of individuals whose data is collected, such as the
right to be informed of the use of their personal data the right to access, rectification, and
correction and deletion of their personal data. Processing of personal data is prohibited unless
the data subject gives consent (International, 2019). The law stipulates conditions on the
processing of data relating to an individual's health. Health data can only be processed under
the supervision of a health care provider or by a professional bound to secrecy under the law.
The Act states that a person shall not use personal data for commercial purposes before the
owner gives consent.
The Act introduces restrictions on persons or organizations that process personal data. An
action against regulation would result in fines of up to 5 million or up to 1 percent of the
annual turnover of the previous year. The Data Commissioner oversees the implementation
of the Act by ensuring data controllers and processors have been registered. The Office of the
Data Commissioner will oversee data processing operations and will conduct investigations
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of any complaints of infringing the rights under the Act. Isaiah (Issaias, 2019) states that the
Data Commissioner reserves the right to carry out audits of data controllers and processors.
Organizations are required to appoint a Data Protection Officer and can appoint one data
protection officer to serve under their institutions.
The Act also restricts the transfer of personal data to third parties outside the countries unless
guidelines on how the data will be secured are provided. The restriction applies to all personal
data that is processed while in the country and data of subjects who are Kenyan citizens. The
condition stipulated for the transfer of personal data outside of Kenya is that there has to be
proof of safeguards put in place to protect the data according to Section 48 (Section(48),
2019) of the Act. If a transfer is necessary due to contractual obligations, there should be, the
entities should provide proof of measures implemented. Any entity that will process personal
data will need to follow the guidelines to avoid being non-compliant with the regulation.
2.3 The Implication of Data Protection Regulations on Research
Data protection regulations empower the data subject and place the challenge of complying
with this regulation on organizations who use this data. Researchers and institutions that
work with personal data are required to seek the services of a data protection officer
controller according to Section 53 (Section(53), 2019) of the Act. There are tough penalties
for those researchers and organizations who do not comply with the data laws with fines up
to Kenya Shillings 5 million or 1 percent of annual turnover for organizations in Kenya.
The need for consent allows an individual to withdraw consent at any point, and
subsequently, their data will be required to be deleted. As stated in Section 12 (Article(12),
2018) of the Act, researchers will therefore be required to prove that the individual agreed
to a certain action at some point during the research. This can be done by producing proof
of consent to receive a newsletter. Researchers must prove that consent was given in the case
where a party objects to receiving the data. Researchers must provide an audit trail with time
stamps on any data or reporting information that details the options agreed to by the data
subject and in what way. Due to the introduction of data protection laws, these rights should
be given special attention. First is the right to be forgotten. According to Section 26 e
(Section(26(e)), 2019) of the Act, if a person does not want their data to be stored, then they
have the right to request for its removal or erasure. Secondly, the right of portability. Data
protection regulations require clear consent and justification.
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According to section 26 (a) (Section(26(a)), 2019) of the Act, researchers must ensure
adequate levels of data protection and privacy to their data subjects and ensure only necessary
data is stored. Noticeably, the regulation does not elaborate on how they can ensure
compliance. This could present legal loopholes when incidents occur, and enough steps were
taken to ensure minimal damage. In case of a request, the researcher must erase personal data.
Kenyans are entitled to the right to be forgotten. Emphasis is placed on transparency of the
information provided to participants. Information presented to data subjects for consent
should be clear and concise and must detail the use of their data and what their rights are.
Compliance while conducting research can be achieved by putting in place a data
management plan prior to the start of the research. The researcher should articulate the
processes undertaken to collect, access, and use the information gathered during research.
Risks should be presented to the participant and an approach to mitigate them. Before the
research is conducted, the data subjects must give their consent. Consent should not be
bundled with other consents and must be presented clearly to the participants on what they
are consenting to. Data subjects have the right to select which clauses and disclosures they
agree to. Macquarie University (University, 2020) suggests that data governance plans should
be revised regularly and should reflect actual practices. In case there are changes to be made,
participants should be consulted and consent reobtained.
2.3.1 Challenges Affecting Research Due to the Adoption of Data Protection Act in
Kenya
More attention is paid to privacy laws due to the increased use of collaborative platforms
like the internet. This introduces a need to make sure that personal data is protected. Acharya
(Acharya, 2019) states that while these protection laws pose an advantage to those
transacting online, it is a disadvantage to those who are using this data and must adhere to
the strict regulations. The Data Protection Act fails to clearly define some recurrent terms
under the law. This impacts research as the thresholds under which they may act are not
clearly defined.
According to Section 18(a) of the Act, data controllers and processors are required to be
registered with the Commissioner. The role of the Commissioner is to set thresholds for
mandatory registration according to the nature of the industry, the quantity of data being
processed, and considerations on whether sensitive personal data is being processed. These
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thresholds are not yet put in place; hence one might argue that registration is not mandatory.
This will hinder researchers as they would not know the thresholds under which their
research data falls and which regulations they will need to adhere to.
According to Section 2 (Section(2), 2019) of the Act, Data that is considered sensitive is
data that reveals health status, race, ethnicity, belief, genetic data, biometric information,
property details, marital status, family details, and sexual orientation of an individual.
Specific rules apply to the use of such data. Health data relating to an individual may only
be processed by a healthcare practitioner. There is no clarity provided by the regulation on
the length of time personal data can be stored. Researchers are therefore required to apply
judgment in assessing retention durations since there is no prescribed length of time
stipulated in storing research data. The Act in Section 48 (Section(48), 2019) imposes strict
restrictions on data being transferred outside Kenya. Research institutions might find it hard
to collaborate with other researchers due to this restriction. Researchers are permitted to
transfer personal data to another country after providing proof to the Commissioner that the
other party has put in place appropriate to protect the personal data being transferred.
The Act has not defined the processes to be followed. This might impede cross-country
research as there are no stipulated guidelines on the proof required. However, the Act does
offer an exemption where the publication of data is in the public interest, which is all under
specific circumstances. Nonetheless, research institutions should consider, as part of their
research activities, demonstrating accountability for the protection of the data they collect
and use. The institutions can appoint a Data Protection Officer to help in drafting data
protection policies and ensure they are properly implemented. It would also be prudent to
comply with the Act by conducting risk assessments and implementing procedures and
practices as set up by the Act.
2.4. Use of Data Analytics to Prepare Research Data
The Information Commissioners Office (ICO, 2017) defines data analytics as a technology
that enables organizations to identify patterns and connections, predict behavior and
personalize interactions in data to gain insight on how to solve a problem. Data Analytics
involves the use of statistics-based algorithms to improve decision-making. Many
organizations use analytics to conduct their operations. The main idea behind analytics is to
use the information and convert it to actionable knowledge. Schwartz (Schwartz, 2011)
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states that analytics permits the decision-making process to be driven using data. It seeks to
document opaque processes and to replace conventional wisdom with tested approaches.
Despite having access to information, most research institutions are having challenges with
manipulating the data to draw conclusions from it. Data Controllers that process personal
data for research purposes should put in place measures ensuring the processing of necessary
personal data for research purposes by applying data minimization using data analytics.
Other analytical processes that can be put in place are pseudonymization and anonymization
through data wrangling techniques.
Anonymized data cannot be identified by any means by another person. Pseudonymization
as defined in Article 4(5) (Article4(5), 2018)) of GDPR, is the processing of personal data
in such a way that the data can no longer be attributed to a specific data subject without the
use of additional information, as long as such additional information is kept separately and
subject to technical and organizational measures to ensure non-attribution to an identified or
identifiable individual. Pseudonymized data remains subject to data privacy regulations.
Even if a researcher no longer could re-identify a data set, the data is still subject to regulation
under the Data Protection Act if it could be re-identified with reasonable effort.
Performing risk assessment is key to compliance with the Data Protection Act. The
information risk assessment should be presented clearly to interpret the findings. Data
analytics helps organizations to conduct an assessment efficiently with attention set to KPIs,
which are automatically monitored to avoid input errors. Reports can easily be generated
using analytics hence ensuring the stakeholders of the organization's compliance. Data
analytics has therefore been used by organizations to carry out a data protection impact
assessment. The impact assessment helps an organization to review the processing of
personal data. This is necessary where the organization requires personal data to carry out
day-to-day operations and to judge which activities are posing a high risk to the rights and
freedoms of individuals. This will help the organizations find an efficient and cost-effective
way on the security measures they implement.
2.4.1 Existing Platforms
After the implementation of the GDPR in 2018, a few software tools have been developed
to ensure organizations are compliant with the regulations. Majority of the tools available
deal with data governance and data security with the aim of ensuring compliance with the
GDPR. Some have integrated data analytics to investigate, analyze and monitor data used in
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day-to-day operations. This review will elaborate on the contributions of existing
applications and platforms while comparing them to the proposed project platform. This
section will also include the comparison of the features of existing platforms to that of the
proposed solution platform to explain the contribution the proposed solution will be specific
to the Kenyan context.
2.4.1.1 One Trust Consent Management Platform
One

Trust

Consent

Management

Platform

https://www.onetrust.com/solutions/privacy-management/,

2021)

(OneTrust,
is a privacy data

management platform. It was developed by One Trust, which is an organization that is
headquartered in Atlanta. One Trust was developed as a solution to provide website
compliance scanning, cookie management, publisher and mobile app compliance, and
related features, as well as a legal research compliance platform. One Trust enables their
clients to integrate their website with the data management platform to provide consent
management, third-party risk management, data mapping, and training.
As a consent management tool, One Trust is used by the clients to manage requests for
information access and deletion under the guidelines of various data protection regulations.
One Trust provides in-built templates and workflows for each step of the process in deleting
or accessing a customer's information. One Trust ensures the data owner of the progress and
notifies them when the process has been completed. One Trust is also used by clients to
power the cookie consent pop-up for new visitors who visit their client's website. The
platform is used to capture consent for cookies, tracking, and marketing communications on
web forms and mobile apps in their website by embedding a branded portal for privacy rights
requests using easy-to-use web forms and templates.
One Trust enables their clients to build a central map of where sensitive data is stored. They
would then be able to monitor how it is used by the business and third-party vendors. The
platform automates sensitive data redaction to ensure data privacy when sharing data with
third-party vendors. The platform has been designed to create and maintain data inventories
and automatically generate records of processing and other compliance reporting. One
Trust's data mapping feature allows their clients to visualize the flow of data and document
transfer mechanisms. As a data privacy incidence reporting tool, One Trust routes security
incidents through an internal response plan as per the laws of the affected jurisdiction. One
Trust uses dashboards and compliance status monitors to report and analyze the privacy
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programs. Due to the integration with Artificial Intelligence, One Trust measures the privacy
program maturity against the regulatory laws and similar organizations. This helps their
clients to stay up to date with the latest privacy news and gather insights from industry
experts, and access regulatory portals to dive deep into laws and compliance requirements.
The figure below shows the monitoring dashboard of One Trust Consent Management
Platform and the Key Performance indicators used by the tool.

Figure 2: One Trust Consent Management Tool Dashboard (Management, 2021)

One Trust is relevant to the study as it is a versatile and intuitive solution that has been
developed to assist organizations with compliance challenges. The features provided in the
One Trust Consent Management Platform are similar to the features in the proposed tool.
However, the proposed tool offers a compliance guide with the Data Protection Act of Kenya
in mind. One Trust can be integrated with most data protection regulations but does not
currently offer integration with the Act. Another difference is that One Trust has been
developed as a website integration tool hence monitors activities across the integrated client's
website. The proposed solution helps with compliance with data that has already been
collected for research. Nonetheless, the implementation of the consent management platform
will be considered as a guide in the formulation of the proposed tool for monitoring and
ensuring consent while collecting data through surveys and online tools.
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2.4.1.2 Privacy Central
Privacy Central (TrustArc, 2021) is a privacy management platform developed by Trust
Arc. Privacy Central allows clients to adhere to four tiers of data privacy practices by
providing assurance of compliance, accountability, responsibility, and trust Privacy Central
allows clients to map their data processing practices to privacy and data governance controls
within the Trust Arc Accountability Framework. The platform evaluates requirements across
all relevant laws and regulations and automates the client’s privacy practices.
Privacy Central can be implemented across products, processes, and technologies to
aggregate or consolidate data across the various data sources and report to any function
within the organization. This feature allows clients to prove their compliance in case of an
audit and save time by relying on existing documents to demonstrate ongoing accountability.
The platform can intelligently map policies and process documents to the Trust Arc
Framework and apply existing documentation to privacy controls to quickly identify gaps
when new laws arise. The tool contains visual dashboards to collect compliance data and
view compliance metrics in real-time. The client can easily report on changing regulations
by filtering KPIs by law. This feature helps to customize policy based on your privacy
priorities and tailor reporting to the most meaningful data.
Privacy Central empowers clients with a road map to build data privacy and management
strategies for their organization. Privacy Central is powered by AI to continuously detect,
analyze, and determine which laws apply to the organization and helps clients evaluate
requirements across all applicable data privacy regulations. The platform enables an
organization to view insights by law or evaluate multiple laws at once to custom make their
compliance strategy and allows them to shift quickly and plan pragmatically as regulations
change. Figure 4 below shows the tool's monitoring dashboard and how it utilizes risk
metrics are monitored to guide in compliance with data privacy regulations.
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Figure 3: Privacy Central Monitoring Dashboard (TrustArc, 2021)
The proposed tool leveraged on Privacy Central's implementation of customizing policy
based on the organization. The tool will, however, be implemented in accordance with the
guidelines set for research in the Data Protection Act of Kenya. While Privacy Central can
be customized to various regulations, it is not integrated with the guidelines in the Act; hence
the proposed solution catered to these institutions that are based in Kenya and will help them
meet the requirements of securing personal information using KPI metrics. These metrics
were analyzed using a dashboard while the compliance guide ensured that the research
institutions could measure compliance based on the data collected for research and the
processing activities to be carried out using this data.
2.4.1.3 Security AI

Security AI (Securiti.AI, 2021) is a data security and consent management tool that is
powered by artificial intelligence. The tool provides a platform for automating all major
functions needed for privacy compliance. It enables organizations to give rights to people on
their data, be responsible custodians of people's data, and comply with global privacy
regulations. The solution operationalizes and simplifies privacy compliance using robotic
automation and a natural language interface. The tool mainly focuses on data subject
requests using robotic automation, data mapping automation, and consent management. The
tool helps determine personal data automatically in different data sources, which helps
compliance regulations. The tool supports lots of different data sources, including structured
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and unstructured data. The tool's differentiating factor is that it provides a solution to manage
both privacy and security. Securiti's wide range of both privacy and security modules bridge
the gap between privacy and security in one platform. Figure 5 shows the Security AI
implemented dashboard that highlights the tools assessment of risks according to the various
data privacy regulations supported in the organization.

Figure 4: Security AI risk assessment dashboard (Securiti.AI, 2021)

The proposed tool leveraged Security AI's implementation of data subject rights and consent
management. The tool was, however, implemented in accordance with the guidelines set for
research in the Data Protection Act of Kenya. Security AI is not integrated with the
guidelines in the Act; hence the proposed solution will cater to data subjects that are based
in Kenya and help in monitoring data subject rights. The proposed solutions would help
researchers comply with the data subject rights as per the data subject regulations. Requests
from the data subjects to delete or modify the data collected be monitored, and the research
institutions provide an audit trail with time stamps on any data or reporting information that
details the options agreed to by the data subject and in what way.
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2.5 Challenges in Existing Platforms
Data privacy tools that are in existence have been adopted to help organizations comply with
the data protection regulations in their jurisdictions. Compliance with the solutions requires
a comprehensive approach to information security, governance, and risk. Few solutions have
integrated an all-around approach to managing data protection and security controls. For
instance, the existing solutions need to be integrated with other SIEM and security tools to
report data privacy breaches which will enable the organization to reduce the response time.
It's imperative that an organization can generate a security incident report to meet the 72hour breach response requirement under the data protection regulations. Therefore, an
organization with only a data management solution will have to incorporate a security tool
to ensure the security of their data. Procuring multiple solutions to assist in meeting
compliance is expensive as an organization would need to integrate all their software and
processes effectively using these security tools. This could take time and be a significant
barrier to adequately complying with every data protection requirement.
The data protection regulations encompass everything about data privacy and protection.
However, to protect the privacy of data subjects, an organization will need to know what
types of data they hold within their systems. As laid out by the Act, an organization should
have a systematic plan of the flow of data within their system. In order to give evidence of
compliance, an organization must understand the scope of the regulation based on the data
they process and how they use it. Most of the existing solutions developed are targeted at
businesses and organizations to ensure that consumer data is protected. As such, the tools
cannot be used in research as data meant for research has been exempted from some of the
restrictions placed on processing personal data. It becomes critically important for
researchers to have a tool adapted to manage data protection risks as per the guidelines
provided in the Act. Therefore, research institutions should consider a compliance tool that
offers guidance while working with data meant for research across a variety of processing
scenarios.

2.6 Proposed Platform

Based on the literature review, it is evident that solutions have been developed to ensure
organizations are compliant with the data protection regulations. However, these solutions
do not integrate the regulations set in Kenya and do not focus on research institutions. The
proposed solution aims to ensure that researchers based in Kenya are compliant with the data
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protection Act of Kenya. While the Act was based on the GDPR and has several similarities,
several sections are specifically set to apply to Kenyan organizations. Therefore, the
proposed solution will cater to these institutions and will help them meet the requirements
of securing personal information collected during research. The tool will help in
continuously monitoring risk compliance based on collected data to ensure an organization
can provide evidence of compliance.
The proposed solution has similarities with other tools highlighted in the literature review,
One Trust and Privacy Central. Contrary to the mentioned tools, which focus on financial
data, the proposed solution will focus on research activities from data collection and
processing. The tool leveraged on the consent management feature incorporated in other
tools. The prototype will help researchers display clear and concise information to their users
on their rights under the Data Protection Act of Kenya. The tool aimed to use the respondent's
emails provided in the surveys to email them a copy of the consent forms that include
sections on their rights.
The proposed solution implemented a risk assessment framework to analyze the risk
exposure to the researcher based on the data collected and the processing activities to be
carried out. This would enable researchers to provide necessary documents needed in case
of audits and where ethics reports are required. The feature enabled research institutions to
prove their compliance to their supervisory bodies and other stakeholders. A second
distinction is that the proposed tool used skip logic and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
to guide researchers on which sections to comply with while conducting their research. For
example, if the researcher aims to collaborate with researchers outside Kenya, the tool will
inform them on restrictions of sharing data outside Kenya and the steps they will need to
take to comply with this rule. The feature would guide researchers by providing an overview
of the major concepts of the data protection regulation and how to apply them in their
research. The goal is to raise awareness of these concepts and assist researchers with the
preparation of their surveys.
The tool incorporated security measures to de-identify and delete personally identifiable
information. Using the tool, a researcher can generate a synthetic dataset based on the
original data collected and continue performing analysis on the synthetic dataset, retaining
the data intelligence without the personal data. The tool incorporated anonymization and
pseudonymization of personal information once identified using data masking. These
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techniques are widely incorporated in the available solutions, and the proposed solution will
aim to reference the design of these features in the execution of the solution.
The proposed solution platform incorporated the following core features:
1. Risk and Impact assessment guide based on data collected for research.
2. Compliance guide based on the Data Protection Act of Kenya using KPI visualized in
a dashboard.
3. Consent and data subject rights documentation for questionnaires and surveys.
4. Data Retention and Data Life Cycle Management features.
5. Data protection and security features such as anonymization, pseudonymization, and
data minimization.
The table below outlines the key differences and similarities between the proposed solution
and the existing solutions. The table highlights the main features of the proposed tool and
compares the features to existing tools in order to distinguish the proposed prototype from
existing solutions in the market. The table is organized as a matrix with ticks showing similar
features in the similar tools and crosses highlighting features of the proposed solution that
are not included in similar tools.

Features

Proposed

One Trust

Solution

Security AI

Central



X





guide 

X







X

X

X

X



Risk and Impact Assessment
Compliance

Privacy

implemented based on KPIs
Data Retention and Data Life 
Cycle Management
Data

Subject

Rights 

Management
Table 1: Proposed features comparison in related applications
2.7. Gap in Literature
Various studies have been conducted to investigate factors that influence the compliance of
data protection laws, and a few factors have been identified. However, these studies are not
specific to the Data Protection Act of Kenya and how it can be adopted in research
institutions. The findings, therefore, do not automatically apply to the research context.
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Additionally, the investigation on how data analytics can be used to monitor key
performance metrics while performing a risk assessment in order to guide the compliance of
the Act in research institutions has not been adequate.

This study aimed to identify the challenges research institutions face in achieving
compliance with the Data Protection Act of Kenya. The study was supported by a conceptual
prototype that utilizes key performance indicators to monitor risk compliance to help
research institutions adhere to the Act. The study and the proposed solution contributed to
research methods by incorporating steps that assist research institutions to comply with the
Data Protection Act of Kenya.

2.8. Summary
This chapter has examined literature from various studies concerned with the data protection
regulations within organizations and has outlined what prior research has addressed. The
chapter introduces the data protection regulations and goes on to discuss the GDPR and Data
Protection Act of Kenya. A range of factors affecting compliance with data protection laws
has been addressed in various articles of literature. More specifically, the focus is on the
influence of data analytics on the adoption of secure data protection and privacy laws in
research institutions. The chapter detailed the impact of these regulations in research
institutions. The chapter highlights tools developed to help in the compliance of data privacy
and protection rules. This chapter also introduces the proposed solution and compares the
solution to related platforms mentioned in the literature review.
The next chapter will introduce the research methodology that was used in conducting the
study. The chapter highlights the data collection methods, population, and sampling design
that were applied in this study. Finally, the chapter will discuss the research procedures
applied to this study and highlight the ethical considerations that were applied in the study.
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CHAPTER 3.0: METHODOLOGY
3.1 Introduction
Chinelo Igwenagu (Igwenagu, Fundamentals of research methodology and data collection,
April 2016) defines research methodology as a set of systematic techniques used in research.
It is a guide to research. It describes and throws more light on analysis and its limitations
and consequences. This section, therefore, describes the methodology that was adopted to
solve the research problem. The procedures and methods that were used to carry out the
study, such as those for data collection and analysis, are described. The study combined
primary data from quantitative methods and secondary data from a review of the literature.
It was descriptive in nature. It aimed at investigating the factors that influence compliance
with data protection and privacy laws in research institutions.
3.2 Research Design
According to Broadhurst (Broadhurst, 2012) research design aims to ensure that the
evidence obtained helps us to answer the initial questions unambiguously. Obtaining
relevant evidence involves specifying the type of evidence needed to answer the research
question, testing a theory, and evaluating a program to accurately describe some
phenomenon. The research used the design science methodology. Calderon (Calderon,
2010) defines design science methodology as an approach, method, or guideline for doing
design research. The main purpose is to develop a solution by developing an artifact in the
form of a model. Research science aims to provide instructions for actions that are
applicable. Design science is inclusive of seven steps which this section will use to elaborate
how each step was applied to the study.
1. Design as an artifact: The methodology requires an artifact to be created that aims
achieve certain objectives. The objective of this study was to develop a solution that
utilizes data analytics to help organizations adhere to Kenya’s Data Privacy and
Protection Laws.
2. Problem Relevance: Design science aims to solve challenges by seeking technologybased solutions. The proposed solution aims to solve the challenges researchers face in
incorporating requirements stipulated in data protection and privacy laws.
3. Design Evaluation: The artifact developed must be validated through defined
evaluation methods. The proposed solution was subject to defense before the USIUAfrica academic panel.
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4. Research Contributions: The solution must show verifiable contributions in the areas
of research. The proposed solution aimed to contribute to the research on compliance
with regulations, specifically the Data Protection Act of Kenya.
5. Research rigor: The rigor cycle provides previous knowledge to the research to ensure
that there is no re-invention of the wheel in research. The study included a literature
review to highlight related tools and the additional features to be included in the
proposed solution.
6. Design as a research process: The design of an artifact should be through methods that
are generally accepted. The proposed solution was designed using the Software
Development Life Cycle technique.
7. Communication: The study is required to be subject to review by relevant panels. The
proposed solution is subject to defense before the USIU-Africa academic panel.
3.3 Population and Sampling Design
3.3.1 Population
Saunders (Saunders, 2016) defined a target population as the full set of cases from which
the sample is taken and which the researcher wants to generalize results from. The target
population of this study was graduate students in USIU-Africa campus based in Nairobi,
Kenya. This population was drawn from the six schools and departments within the
Nairobi campus with an estimate of 150 students selected from the School of Science and
Technology, Chandaria School of Business, School of Humanities and Social Sciences and
School of Pharmacy and Health Sciences departments in USIU-Africa. This research
focused on the research and data collection methods of these students.
Population category

Target Population

Percentage

School of Science and Technology

50

33%

Chandaria School of Business

30

20%

School of Humanities and Social 30

20%

Sciences
School of Graduate Studies, Research 20

13%

and Extension
School of Pharmacy and Health 20

13%

Sciences
Total

150
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100

Table 2: Target Population
3.3.2 Sampling Design
Cooper and Schindler (Cooper&Schindler, 2014) define sampling design as a method that is
used to find a sample from a specific population, and as such, it is the procedure that a
researcher uses while selecting items for the study's sample. This outlined the method the
researcher used to select the sample from the population. The samples used in the study
consisted of various departments in USIU-Africa, which were placed into group. Due to a
large number of students within these departments, clustering was used to narrow the
students while still ensuring a suitable representation of the department.
3.3.3 Sampling Frame
Rahi (Rahi, 2017) defined a sample frame as a list of all units in the population from which
the research sample was selected. For this study, the sample frame was students in the School
of Science and Technology, Chandaria School of Business, School of Communication,
Cinematic and Creative Arts, School of Graduate Studies, Research and Extension, School
of Humanities and Social Sciences and School of Pharmacy and Health Sciences
departments in USIU - Africa.
3.3.4 Sampling Technique
A sampling technique describes how cases are to be selected from the population, for
observation. Sanders (Saunders, 2016) notes that there are two types of sampling techniques,
probability sampling and non-probability sampling. Probability sampling applies random
selection for all cases in the population to have an equal probability of being selected hence
it is preferred. Nonprobability sampling reduces sampling bias.
For a department to be included in the sample, the study used probability sampling. This
helped in reducing bias in selecting the samples. This study used computer software to
generate random numbers between 1 and N where N is the largest number in the sample.
Stratified random sampling was helpful in identifying the categories of respondents since
the study assumed that all respondents were conducting research for their thesis.
3.3.5 Sampling Size
Schindler (Schiendler, 2014) defines a sample as a group of cases consisting of a portion of
the target population that the researcher selects in order to determine facts about that
population. The sample target respondents are therefore in a better position to provide
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information. The sample size depends on the type of research design. In descriptive studies,
30 percent of the accessible population is considered enough. In this case, 30 percent of 150
made the sample size of the study about 50 respondents. The sample size was determined
using simple random sampling method. This method helped to reduce biases when selecting
samples.
Population category
School

of

Science

Target Population

Percentage

and 10

20%

School of Humanities and 10

20%

Technology

Social Sciences
Chandaria

School

of 20

40%

School of Pharmacy and 10

20%

Business

Health Sciences
Total

50

100

Table 3: Sample Size
3.4 Data Collection Methods
This research used questionnaires to collect data. The selection was due to the nature of the
data to be collected, time constraints, and objectives of the study. Primary data was collected
through questionnaires given to the respondents from the research institutions. The data was
being collected to provide answers to the questions that aimed at the objectives of this study.
Questionnaires were used since they are advantageous in that they enable the researcher to
save time, maintain confidentiality, and have access to the population. The questionnaire
was developed and designed based on research questions and objectives.
The questionnaire was presented in a structured form, and respondents were required to send
a response back to the researcher. The first section captured general information about the
data collection methods. The second section captured information based on the data
collection policies. The third section focused on data analytics practices in their organization.
The questionnaire was structured using the nominal, ordinal, and interval measurement
scales. The nominal scale is used where the responses will not have any quantitative values
such as department and gender, education level, etc. The ordinal scale is used for scenarios
where there is order in the values in an ascending or descending preference, such as duration
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of employment. Demir (Demir, 2015) defines reliability as a measure that consistently
reflects the construct that it is measuring. Most items appearing on this section of the
questionnaire survey are constructed on a five-point Likert scale of 1 to 5 with 1 indicating"
Strongly Disagree", 2 indicating "Disagree", 3 showed "Neutral", 4 being "Agree" and 5
indicated "Strongly Agree". Specific objectives of the study are used in coming up with the
questionnaires.
The interval scale is used where there was order and difference in values, for example,
percentage of data quality.
3.5 Research Procedures
Data collected was quantitative and should be collected from respondents by means of a
questionnaire. The validity and reliability of the data collection instruments was ensured by
carrying out a pilot test before the questionnaire was shared with the respondents. This is to
ensure that the data collected is accurate, clear, and complete. The respondents for the pretest
were 10 percent of the sample size. Burmeister, E. and Aitken, L. M. (Elizabeth Burmeister,
2012) suggest that a sample size of 10 percent should be used while taking into consideration
the nature of data analysis and the estimated response time of the respondents in the case of
a small population. No further amendments should be made after the completion of the pilot
process. The pilot of this study was based in Nairobi. Validity relates to the capacity of a
tool to evaluate as indicated. Construct validity is utilized to evaluate if the operational
definition of factors really reflects the genuine hypothetical meaning of a concept. For this
research, the questionnaire was created based on comparative earlier studies with alterations
aimed at addressing the research objectives. According to Cooper and Schindler
(Cooper&Schindler, 2014), content validity is affirmed through the direction of the master
supposition. This incorporated the administrators, whose examination and competent
suppositions guaranteed that the survey covered all the considered factors. Moreover, the
twofold check the archive to guarantee that the hypothetical measurements develop as
conceptualized.

Reliability is the degree to which output is free from material mistakes, personal judgments,
or the extent to which reliable output is achieved in a research tool. To check out internal
consistency, a test of reliability is performed. To enhance content validity for the
questionnaire instrument for evaluating the effectiveness of analytics in support of data
governance policies, questionnaire reliability was based on the use of Cronbach Alpha to
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measure the reliability of each scale. This was supported by a Coefficient Alpha of over 0.6.
Nunnally provided a suggestion based on a psychometric test that the minimum acceptable
level of reliability is 0.5.

3.6 Data Analysis Methods
Quantitative research relies on deductive reasoning or deduction. Quantitative techniques
help the researcher quantify the relationships between variables such as the independent and
the dependent variables in a population (Lavalle, 2011). The data was analyzed through the
Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) application. The descriptive statistics were
observed, correlations were drawn, and presented as tables and charts. Primary data was
obtained using a questionnaire and subsequently analyzed in SPSS. Call-backs would be
done to those individual respondents who provided responses which incomplete or not clear
to fill the gaps prior to data analysis. This was done to enhance the completeness of the
collected information. Statistics of frequencies and percentages were presented in tables and
figures. Correlations and regression analysis were calculated to draw conclusions about the
whole population. To present the findings, this study used tabulations and percentages.
3.7 Ethical Considerations
The researcher approached the USIU-Africa students and faculty to explain and seek
permission to carry out the research through a formal letter. Approval was obtained, and the
questionnaires were administered among the respondents during working hours and their
free time. The questionnaire was deployed through an online link using Google forms. This
is to make tracking and follow-up much easier and more cost-effective. Accessing the form
will be facilitated through compatible devices in a few electronic devices, e.g., phones,
tablets, and laptops. Consolidation of the results was done as there was no need for manual
keying in of what shall be submitted by the respondents.
3.8 Summary
This chapter focused on the research design, population and sampling design, data collection
methods, data analysis, research quality that includes validity and reliability, and the
summary of the methodology used in the study. The researcher highlighted the methods used
together with reasons for selecting the designs utilized in this research in the research design.
The data was obtained through a questionnaire as defined in the data collection methods.
This instrument of research was selected since it is relatively easy to analyze, easier to
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administer, and its format is familiar to most of the respondents’ professional activities. The
target population was 150, and the sampling size was 50. Data analysis was accomplished
through SPSS software.
Chapter four includes the system implementation of the proposed prototype. The chapter
will focus on the system analysis and design of the prototype. The system models used in
the designing of the prototype are discussed at length in this chapter. In conclusion, the
chapter includes documentation on how the system was implemented in the proof-ofconcept section. The section describes how the tool is useful in helping researchers to be
compliant with the Data Protection Act of Kenya.
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CHAPTER 4.0: SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
4.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the design and implementation of the proposed solution that supports
the study. The prototype shows how data analytics can be implemented in research
organizations to help in compliance with the Data Protection Act of Kenya. In this chapter,
the study focuses on the system analysis of the prototype, where the objectives of the system
components are identified. The chapter also includes the system design section, which
analyses how the components of the prototype work together to achieve the objective of the
study. This chapter includes the system models, which are presented as graphical
representations to show how the components of the prototype interact and the flow of the
data within the system. The chapter concludes by discussing the proof of concept of the
prototype, where the study elaborates how the prototype was implemented and tested in line
with the objectives of the study.
4.2 System Analysis
Alan (Alan, 2012) defines system analysis as the process of determining how an information
system (IS) can support business needs. System analysis included gathering and interpreting
facts, diagnosing problems, and using the information to recommend improvements to the
system in line with business objectives. The system analysis of the prototype aimed to
analyze the components of the prototype in order to study how well they work and interact
to accomplish the main objective of the study.
4.2.1 Scope definition
The proposed prototype aimed to implement data analytics components such as Key
Performance Indicators and risk assessment to comply with data protection regulations. The
main features of the proposed prototype aim to leverage the main components of the
prototype to guide a researcher assess the risks of the research data collected. Using the
prototype, a researcher should be able to access the risks of their data processing activities
and provide a compliance guide through a checklist based on the data collected. The
prototype aims to incorporate security features to secure the data collected during research
by masking the data through security features such as pseudonymization and anonymization.
In order to comply with the necessity to adhere to user rights, the prototype aims to
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incorporate a feature that manages consent of the data collected and helps the data subjects
reach out to the researcher to amend their data based on regulations provided by the Act.
4.2.2 Problem analysis
Problem analysis is the process of understanding real-world problems and users' needs and
proposing solutions to meet those needs. The goal of problem analysis is to gain a better
understanding of the problem being solved before software development begins. The study
was guided by the objective of identifying challenges faced by researchers in complying
with the Data Protection Act. The Act fails to clearly define some thresholds to be followed
while conducting research. This creates a limbo for researchers who are provided exceptions
but are not sure which ones. The Act also empowers data subjects who have explicit rights
on the processing of their data. Previously, data subjects had no control over the data
collected in their research. As per the new regulations, data subjects have the right to explicit
knowledge of how their data is being processed. Due to exceptions provided by the law,
researchers are not conversant with the rules that are to be followed while processing
personal data and the risk associated with this. This introduces a challenge when research
institutions are required to provide evidence of risk assessment during audits by the
governing body as stipulated by the Act.
The proposed prototype aimed to help research institutions navigate past the challenges
posed by restrictions introduced by the Act. Therefore, the main stakeholders of the
prototype are researchers in any research institution. This study mainly focused on USIUAfrica as a research institution and the post-graduate students as the main stakeholders. The
prototype aimed to support the study by showing how data analytics can help them to be
compliant with the Act while carrying out research for their theses. The main users of the
prototype are the researchers and their data subjects. The researchers will use the prototype
to analyze data privacy risk secure and maintain data collected during research. The system
is therefore constrained to be used in research institutions for research activities by
researchers and subjects of their study.
4.2.3 Requirements analysis
From the problem analysis, the prototype’s requirements were guided by the challenges
faced by researchers in being compliant with data protection regulations while carrying out
their research. The prototype’s objectives are used to guide the system requirements for the
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prototype. Using the principles highlighted by the Act, the study analyzes the key procedures
to ensure data processing compatibility with the principles of the Act. Figure 6 shows the
data protection principles stated in Section 25 of the Act.

Figure 5: Data Protection Principles (Data, 2021)
The study focuses on analyzing the following principles of the Data Protection Act: purpose
limitation, data minimization, accuracy, integrity, and confidentiality. The principles guided
the requirements of the prototype and their implementation within the scope of research. The
proposed prototype aims to implement data analytics components such as key performance
indicators and risk assessment to comply with data protection regulations. The proposed
prototype aims to help research institutions navigate past the challenges posed by restrictions
introduced by the Act. Therefore, the main stakeholders of the prototype are researchers in
any research institution. This study mainly focuses on USIU-Africa as a research institution
and the post-graduate students as the main stakeholders. The prototype aims to support the
study by showing how data analytics can help them to be compliant with the Act while
carrying out research for their theses. The researchers will use the prototype to analyze data
privacy risk secure and maintain data collected during research. The system is therefore
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constrained to be used in research institutions for research activities by researchers and
subjects of their study.
The study identified four areas of data protection regulation compliance where rule-based
technologies such as data analytics may be relevant in mitigating the challenges. The areas
that were implemented as functionalities in the prototype are:
1. Data Subject Rights Management: Use of KPIs and dashboards to identify, monitor,
and track responses to Data Subject requests to respond within the timelines provided
by the regulations
2. Consent management where dashboards to monitor and respond to the data subject’s
request and consents preferences.
3. Risk Assessment: One can use KPIs to evaluate risk and balance the cost of keeping
and securing data and responding to individual rights requests against your
processing needs.
4. Data minimization and length retention: analytics can be used to manage data and
ensure data governance procedures are adhered to.

The main features of the proposed prototype aim to guide a researcher assess the risks of the
research data collected. Using the prototype, a researcher should be able to access the risks
of their data processing activities and provide a compliance guide through a checklist based
on the data collected. The prototype aimed to incorporate security features to secure the data
collected during research by masking the data through security features such as
pseudonymization and anonymization. In order to comply with the necessity to adhere to
user rights, the prototype aims to incorporate a feature that manages consent of the data
collected and helps the data subjects reach out to the researcher to amend their data based on
regulations provided by the Act.
4.3 System Design
Nwakanma Ifeanyi (Nwakanma Ifeanyi Cosmas, 2018) defines systems design as the
process of deciding how the system will operate, in terms of the hardware, software, and
network infrastructure; the user interface, forms, and reports; and the specific programs,
databases, and files that will be needed. The system design of the project focused on the
design considerations for four main components, namely the: Data Subject Rights
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Management module, Consent Management module, Risk Assessment module, and Data
Retention and Data Life Cycle Management module.

4.3.1 Data Subject Rights Management module
The data subject’s rights management module enabled a researcher to manage requests on
the data subject’s rights. The prototype facilitated communication between the researcher
and respondents. Using the module, the researcher would be able to amend the rights the
researcher has on their data. The respondents would get to amend their rights using the link
they used to respond to the survey. The module provided the respondents a way to email the
researcher requesting amendments or deletion to their data. The researcher would first log
into their account in the application portal. In the data subject right’s module, the researcher
would be able to see requests and what if they have been acted on displayed in a dashboard
that presents the information using metrics.
4.3.2 Consent Management Module
In order to comply with the necessity to adhere to user rights, the prototype aimed to
incorporate a feature that manages consent of the data collected and helps the data subjects
reach out to the researcher to amend their data based on regulations provided by the Act.
Using Key Performance indicators, the prototype utilizes a dashboard to help the user get a
summary of the amount of data records being used in a processing activity. This should help
the researcher get a high-level summary of the data in possession during their research and
know how many respondents provided their data. The dashboard also monitors consent and
when it was first granted to keep track of the ninety-day re-authentication period required by
the Act to refresh access to the data. By implementing a dashboard, a user can estimate the
period for which consent is valid for cases when data is for one-off use.

4.3.3 Risk and Impact Assessment module
Risk management is a critical prototype for complying with data protection laws and
ensuring that data are processed appropriately and the fundamental rights and interests of
individuals are protected effectively. Risk management does not alter rights or obligations.
Rather, it is a valuable prototype for calibrating the implementation of and compliance with
privacy requirements. Risk management involves three key elements, First identifying and
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assessing negative impacts, avoiding, or mitigating those that cannot be justified by the
benefits of positive impacts, and finally, accepting and managing the remaining risks.
The risk and impact assessment module was designed as a dashboard to help students
analyze the risk that the data they collect for research by identifying, analyzing, and
evaluating threats and vulnerabilities. The risk and impact assessment module allows users
to log in to their user accounts using the credentials they had created in the portal. When the
researcher logs in, their credentials shall first be authenticated by the application through the
portal. Once the researcher has successfully been authenticated, they shall then be presented
with a risk assessment summary of their data. Risk assessment will enable a user to take
action to safeguard personal data. The researcher can utilize the module to perform a data
protection impact assessment that can be used as proof of compliance with the Data
Protection Act. The metrics based on the assessment were displayed in a dashboard to inform
a user about the risk they face in processing data using their chosen formula.
4.3.4 Data Retention and Data Life Cycle Management module
The study also looked at analytics and how it can be used in purpose limitation, data
retention, and minimization and risk assessment to create a vantage point for organizations
looking to comply with the data protection regulations. Researchers are required to apply
judgment in assessing retention durations since there is no prescribed length of time
stipulated in storing research data. The module would enable a researcher to manage data
retention of the data collected through the dashboards. To minimize the risk of noncompliance, a researcher must remove personal data from research datasets once the data
retention period expires or anonymize the data. The researcher would first log into their
account in the application portal. In the data retention module, the researcher would be able
to see datasets and display them in a dashboard that determines if there are limits set on their
retention period. The prototype should present the information using metrics in a dashboard.
4.4 System Models
A system model is an abstract model of a system that presents a different view or perspective
of that system. System modeling helps to understand the functionality of the system and
models are used to communicate with users. System models will help explore the prototype's
external perspective showing the system's context and the data architecture of the prototype.
The system models used in this study are data models, physical model, context model,
interaction model, and process models.
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4.4.1 Data Model
Laudon (Laudon, 2014) states that a data flow model provides an overview of the system by
describing the flow of data through the platform. The data flow model was used to provide
a high-level view of the processes that are performed, the databases used, and the interfaces
that initiate processes. The data model for the prototype is a conceptual data model. The data
flow diagram represents the flow of data in the model and how it was processed.
A physical data model is a database-specific model that represents relational data objects
(for example, tables, columns, primary and foreign keys) and their relationships. Figure 7
below shows the tables implemented in the prototype and their columns. The physical data
model shows the tables and their primary and foreign keys and how the tables are related.

Figure 6: System data model
4.4.2 Physical model
A physical model represents a physical construct whose characteristics resemble the physical
characteristics of the modeled system. A physical model provides a high-level overview of
the physical components of the platform. The physical model of the implemented prototype
includes four entities. The researcher and data subject would interact with the system using
a computing device or mobile phone connected to the internet. The internet will facilitate
communication with the webserver hosting the application. The application uses an SQL
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database to host data that the application uses. Figure 8 below shows the physical model of
the prototype and the four entities that form the physical components of the platform.

Figure 7: Physical model
4.4.3 Activity Diagram
An Activity diagram gives the overall overview of the processes and actions or activities that
flow between the users and the system. The activity flow diagram essentially describes the
activities that the actors that interact with the system would perform, the flow of the actions,
and how the system would interact with the users. The UML activity diagram essential actors
or users of this prototype system would be the researchers and the data respondents. Figure
9 below shows how the actors will interact with the system and the types of activities the
system will assist them in performing.
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Figure 8: Activity diagram
4.4.4 Class Diagram
A class diagram is used while designing and modeling software in order to describe classes
and their relationships. A class diagram shows the names and attributes of the classes,
connections between the classes, and the methods of the classes. The diagram helps in
determining the methods that were used in designing a system. The prototype was
implemented using five classes. The classes and methods implemented are shown in figure
10 below.
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Figure 9: Class Diagram
4.4.5 Interaction diagrams
An interaction model defines how all the objects and actions that are part of an application
interrelate in ways that mirror and support real-life user interactions. Modeling user
interaction is important as it helps to identify user requirements. Figures 11 and 12 below
show the actors and their perceived actions while using the system. The main user of the
system is the researcher, who uses their account to perform analysis using the prototype. The
researcher can input data such as surveys and related information and can view responses
from their respondents. The researchers can then query the information in the system and
view dashboard reports. The data respondent is another user. A respondent can use the
system to make a change request to the data they provided and view whether their request
was updated by the data processor, who is the researcher. Figure 11 below shows the
sequence diagram for the researcher, and figure 12 shows the interaction diagram for the
data respondent.
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Figure 10: Researcher's Interaction Diagram

Figure 11: Data Respondent's Interaction Diagram
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4.5.6 Use case Diagram
A use case diagram summarizes the details of a system's users or actors and their interactions
with the system. For each user, the use case shows the activities that they perform in order
to use the system. The use case diagram highlights the researcher and data subject as the
main users interacting with the system. The use case diagram for the implemented prototype
is shown in figure 13 below.

Register

Upload survey
details

Manage data

Analyze data

Researcher

Data Subject
Visualize data

Fill in survey

Data
Subject
Request

Figure 12: Use Case Diagram
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4.5 Prototypes and Technologies used
This section documents the implementation and testing of the project prototype.
Documentation includes the prototypes and technologies used to build the system and
configurations that help the system achieve its desired functionality. Testing of the prototype
is done using various test cases. These test cases cover the four main modules of the system,
which are essential to the functionality of the prototype.

4.5.1 R shiny
R is a platform for data analysis. That is useful for statistical modeling data visualizations.
Shiny is an R package that makes it easy to build interactive web apps straight from R. Shiny
combines the computational power of R with the interactivity of the modern web. The Shiny
package was utilized in implementing the web application for the prototype. The application
was developed using RStudio, which is an Interactive Development Environment used with
R programming language. Shiny allows one to build interactive web applications using R
code. R web analytics capabilities would allow a user to incorporate prediction models
dashboards. Using Shiny, one can build state-of-the-Art Visualizations as R is supported by
several powerful packages. R can be used to Integrate different data sources such as .txt,
.csv, etc., and one can even scrape data from websites and execute SQL queries in databases.
This allows a user to integrate different sources of data all in the same dashboard. R shiny
was chosen as it contains many packages for User Interface development, dashboard
development, and integration of a database. The prototype was deployed as a web application
using R shiny server.
4.5.2 MSSQL Developer
Microsoft SQL Server (MSSQL) is a relational database management system developed by
Microsoft. As a database server, it is a software product with the primary function of storing
and retrieving data as requested by other software applications. MSSQL was used to
implement database integration into the prototype.

4.6 Proof of concept
According to Techopedia (Techopedia, 2016), a proof of concept refers to a demonstration
that serves the purpose of verifying that certain components or theories have the potential
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for real world application. The proof of concept of the project platform involved
demonstrating the following key features:
1) For data subject rights management: the researcher evaluated the system reports showing
action on data subject requests, he prototype utilized dashboards to monitor the data subject's
requests and how long it took for the data controller to act on the request. KPIs were used to
display requests that had not been acted on.
2) On consent management, the researcher evaluation of the system reports of the proof of
consent from the data subjects. The prototype utilized dashboards to monitor the rate of
consent approved by the data subject, and KPIs were used to display responses that did not
show documentation.
3) Risk Assessment analysis of data risk and impact assessment management was done
through the evaluation of the risk exposure from processing personal data. KPIs were used
to display review tags in the data being processed to align with processing requirements for
the data and monitored using a risk analytics dashboard.
4) Finally, for data retention and minimization, we used KPIs to analyze why, with whom
you share it, for how long you keep it, and what security measures are used to protect the
data. The prototype utilized dashboards to monitor the KPIs to manage the data lifecycle and
operationalize data governance practices and policies.
4.6.1 Data Subject Rights Management module
The data subject rights module utilizes KPIs and dashboards to manage requests from data
subjects. Using Key Performance Indicators and dashboards, the researcher gest a summary
of the number of data records being used in a processing activity. This should help the
researcher get a high-level summary of the data in possession during their research and know
how many respondents have requested changes to their data. The dashboard also monitors
requests that are yet to be acted upon and facilitates quick responses from the researcher. By
implementing a dashboard, the researcher can manage requests that are pending and those
that have been completed.
The module contains a login webpage that the data subject or the researcher access. The User
Interface is determined by the role. The respondent has presented the option of choosing
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which survey they responded to by looking up the researcher's email and survey heading.
They can then choose the right they would like upheld by the researcher or data controller.
In this module, they can access the right of request for erasure, deletion, or access. The figure
below shows the data subject module User Interface presented to the data respondent. They
can view the information they shared with the researcher and can choose which right they
would exercise. Key Performance indicators are used to update the number of requests they
have made and if the request has been acted on or is still pending. Figure 14 below shows
the implementation of the data respondent module in the prototype.

Figure 13: Data Respondent Dashboard
Using the prototype, a user can get a summary of the surveys they have responded to and the
type of responses they gave. The respondents can monitor the requests made to data
processors and know which requests are yet to be acted upon by a data processor. Figure 15
below shows how the data subject can request a change in their data or in the processing of
their data. In the module, the data subject can request for the deletion or portability of their
data to another data processor. They can also withdraw permission to the processing of their
information.
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Figure 14: Data Respondent request in the prototype
After the details are filled, the data subject receives confirmation on the request being logged
into the system database. This is shown in figure 16 below.

Figure 15: System acknowledgment of the filed request
On the data processor user interface for the module, the researcher can view the number of
requests made by respondents and when. They can then see the number of requests that are
pending or have been acted upon. The user can then view the average response time in order
to stay compliant with the ninety-day response timeline as per the law. Figure 17 below
shows the data subjects rights management module showing charts of respondents' requests
that are pending and those that have been completed.
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Figure 16: Data processor dashboard
Using the dashboard, a data processor, which in this case is a researcher, can view a summary
of their surveys, the number of respondents, and total number of requests made by data
subjects. They can also view the number of pending requests.
The tool utilizes graphs to show the researcher the no of pending requests and those that
have been approved. The researcher can also get a view of the length of time it took to
respond to a request in order to show compliance with the Data Protection Act, which places
a ninety-day deadline to respond to the data subject request. By using the graph, the
researcher can display compliance or non-compliance to an auditor or the Data Protection
Officer in their institution. Figure 18 below shows the graphs that have been implemented
by the tool to show a summary of data subject requests and the actions taken by the
researcher to respond to the requests.
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Figure 17: Data subject requests monitoring dashboard
4.6.2 Consent Management module
The prototype also utilizes data analytics to manage consent. Using Key Performance
Indicators, the prototype utilizes a dashboard to help the user get a summary of the number
of data records being used in a processing activity. This should help the researcher get a
high-level summary of the data in possession during their research and know how many
respondents provided their data. The dashboard also monitors consent and when it was first
granted to keep track of the ninety-day re-authentication period required by the Act to refresh
access to the data. By implementing a dashboard, a user can estimate the period for which
consent is valid for cases when data is for one-off use. Figure 19 below shows how consent
management has been integrated into the prototype to help researchers keep track of their
data subject's consent management and requests.
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Figure 18: Consent management dashboard
The dashboard above monitors the number of respondents that have given responses to the
survey, the respondents who have approved consent and those that are yet to provide consent.
They can also monitor the respondents who have withdrawn consent for their data not to be
used in the research. Using analytics graphs, the researcher can determine the types of data
requests received by the data respondents and act on them within the required timeline. The
researcher can then monitor the respondents who have not provided consent to processing
but have responded to their survey. Therefore, this can help the researcher reach out to
respondents who are yet to provide consent for them to approve or restrict processing.
4.6.3 Risk Management module
The risk management module utilized KPIs to evaluate risk and balance the cost of keeping
and securing data and responding to individual rights requests against the researcher’s
processing needs. The risk and impact assessment module help researchers to describe the
nature, scope, and purpose of processing. By using the risk assessment module, the
researcher can assess the necessity and compliance measures to be taken by handling the
data. Therefore, the researcher would be able to assess the risk of using the data and the
compliance measures to be taken in case they would utilize the data for their research. Figure
20 below shows the risk assessment module implemented by the application.
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Figure 19: Risk assessment dashboard
The risk assessment dashboard below shows the researcher the datasets created based on
survey responses. The researcher can monitor the details of these datasets, such as the date
created, the retention period, the number of people who have access, and whether there are
third parties who have access to the data. They can also see if an audit is required for the
dataset. This summary of the datasets used for research can help a researcher implement
proper security and access rights management on the data stored in order to show compliance
with the Data Protection Act. A risk assessment will help an auditor assess the compliance
of the data processor.
By utilizing charts, the researcher can get a high-level summary of the datasets they have
stored. Figure 21 below shows a graphical representation of the datasets held by a researcher.
The researcher can tell how many datasets they have and the number of records in each
dataset. The dashboard also shows the researcher which datasets are due for audit for them
to arrange for a dataset audit, and using the dumbbell graph, the researcher can monitor how
long it took for the respondents to give them consent to process their data. This is helpful in
the planning of the research timeline for other datasets as the researcher can estimate on
average how long he would have to wait for consent before beginning processing the data.
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Figure 20: Graphs implemented in the risk assessment dashboard
4.6.4 Data Retention and Life Cycle module
The developed prototype utilizes analytic methods of data masking to minimize data
collected during research. The prototype allows a researcher to analyze the data collected
during the research to identify personally identifiable information that can be a hindrance to
the data subject's privacy. Figure 22 below shows data generated by a data generator that
contains information that classifies as PII in a dataset meant for research.

Figure 21: Sample data uploaded into the prototype
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The data would be subject to minimization to mask the data that can be linked to an
individual, in this case, the first name, last name, email, and phone number. The prototype
will incorporate security measures to de-identify and delete personally identifiable
information. Using the prototype, a researcher can generate a synthetic dataset based on the
original data collected and continue performing analysis on the synthetic dataset, retaining
the data intelligence without the personal data.
The solution analyses the columns in the dataset to classify the data as PII or non-PII. Figure
23 below shows the implementation of the PII classification of data using the solution. This
feature in the prototype will allow researchers to classify their data columns to know which
columns require data anonymization.

Figure 22: PII analysis in the prototype
The solution utilizes a masking algorithm to anonymize the data uploaded to the prototype.
As shown in figure 24 below, the prototype masks the PII columns. The data can therefore
not be linked to a particular individual, and the researcher can therefore carry on with data
processing within the confines of the data protection regulations.
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Figure 23: Anonymization results of the dataset using the prototype
The prototype has implemented KPIs to help the researcher keep track of the data lifecycle
management of data collected through research, as shown in figure 25. The prototype shows
the researcher how many datasets they have in the database and the days to archive as per
the limit set. Using graphical representation, the researcher can determine the datasets in the
database and the days of retention based on the processing needs and can then determine
which datasets are scheduled to be archived. This will help the researcher observe the Data
Protection Regulation that requires a data processor to keep the data only for the period that
is required by processing requirements.

Figure 24: Graphs implemented in the data retention dashboard
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4.7 Summary
This chapter focused on the design of the project prototype. This was presented through
system analysis and design. The system analysis was carried out by reviewing the
requirements of the prototype. The system models were included in this chapter, which were
the data, physical, structural, and interaction models. The chapter covered the
implementation of the prototype. In the implementation, the prototype and technologies
utilized were detailed and the configurations implemented for the project platform to meet
its functionality requirements. After the implementation, the proof of concept was detailed.
The proof of concept documented that the prototype's concept is indeed feasible and helped
meet the objectives of the study. Screenshots of various important parts of the prototype
were included in the proof-of-concept documentation. The next chapter covers the results
and findings of the project.
The next chapter highlights the findings and results from the data collected to support the
study. The chapter discusses how data was collected and the demographics of the data
respondents who participated in the data collection exercise. The chapter discusses each
section of the questionnaire and uses tables and charts to display the findings of the questions
asked in the questionnaire. SPSS software was used to analyze data and derive findings from
the data collection, and the results are documented in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5.0: FINDINGS AND RESULTS
5.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the results and findings of the research. The study targeted a
population of 150 respondents, of whom 122 respondents responded to the questionnaire.
This made up for a response rate of 81% response rate. Data analysis was done through
Statistical Package for Social Scientists (SPSS) version 27. Descriptive statistics and factor
analysis were used to analyze the data. Relative frequencies and mean scores using the Likert
scale were used in the analysis. The chapter is based on the main research objective of the
study, which was to identify the challenges research institutions face in achieving
compliance with the Kenya Data Protection Act 2020. The chapter is structured according
to sections of the questionnaire that was used to achieve this objective.
5.2 Summary
The primary objective of this project was to identify the challenges research institutions face
in achieving compliance with the Kenya Data Protection Act 2020 and to develop a
conceptual prototype that utilizes data analytics to guide institutions on how to integrate the
Act in their data protection strategy. The study incorporated a questionnaire that was
distributed to the students and staff of USIU-Africa. The questionnaire was drafted to collect
data on the challenges the staff and students faced in adopting compliance with the Data
Protection Act of Kenya. The questionnaire was drafted into two sections, data collection,
where the study aimed to get responses on the researcher's data sources, data subjects, and
data storage practices. The second section focused on data protection practices, where the
questionnaire focused on IT and security practices followed by researchers and Training and
Awareness practices from the institution. SPSS was used to analyze the data collected.

5.3 Demographics
The results of the questionnaire revealed that the respondents were graduate and postgraduate students and university staff. The majority of respondents were master's students,
as shown in figure 26 below. The graph shows the demographic statistics of respondents per
academic program.
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Figure 255: Bar graph of respondents per academic program
The respondents were also analyzed per the school or department they are in. 68.60% of the
respondents were from the School of Science and Technology, 23.97% of the respondents
were from Chandaria School of Business, 4.96% of the respondents were from the school of
Pharmacy and Health Sciences, and 2.48% were from the school of Graduate Studies,
research, and Extension. The results are shown in figure 27 below.

Figure 266: Pie chart of respondents per school or respondents
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5.3.1 Knowledge of the Data Protection Act of Kenya with regards to research.
From the responses collated, 21.49% of the respondents had a fair knowledge of how the
Data Protection Act would affect their research, 52.89% of the respondents had satisfactory
knowledge, 19.01% respondents had good knowledge, and 6.61% had excellent knowledge
on how the Data Protection Act would affect their research. The results are shown in figure
28 below.

Figure 277: Rating of knowledge of the Data Protection Act
From the descriptive statistics, the study revealed that the majority of the respondents had a
good knowledge of how the Data Protection Act would affect their research. This can be
derived from the mean of the respondents' answers, which was 3.89. Table 4 below shows
the summary of the descriptive statistics obtained from the responses.
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Table 4: Descriptive statistics on knowledge of the Data Protection Act

5.3.2 Data sources
The research sought to establish the practices of the researchers while collecting data from
the results, as depicted in Figure 28. The majority of the students did not require personal
information or special data for their research. Most respondents would not need to share data
with third parties, and an average number of respondents would require data from an external
source such as the internet to conduct their research. Table 5 below indicates the summary
of the descriptive statistics for each question under the data collection section.
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Table 5:Descriptive statistics on responses on data sources section of the questionnaire
5.3.3 Data Subject Rights
The study aimed to find out whether researchers would inform their respondents of their
rights. This was to establish whether they would manage data subjects' consent while
carrying out their research. From the results of the survey, it was established that 60.33% of
the researchers informed their data respondents of the intention of collecting their data.
These researchers also asked their data respondents for consent to process their information
while collecting their data. 39.67% of the respondents did not collect explicit consent from
their respondents before processing their information. 64.46% of the data respondents
informed their respondents of their rights to deletion while collecting their data, while
67.77% of the researchers informed their data respondents of the rights to rectification.
For data storage, 32.23% of the researchers did not inform the data respondents of the
measures taken to protect their information.35.54% of the respondents did not inform their
data respondents of how long they intended to keep their data. 60.33% of respondents would
inform their respondents of how to reach them in case they would require changes to their
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data. Table 6 below highlights a summary of the questions in the data subject rights section
of the questionnaire.

Descriptive Statistics
N
DATA SUBJECTS [I inform the respondents of

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

121

2

4

3.53

.633

121

2

4

3.21

.982

121

2

4

3.57

.630

121

2

4

2.64

.939

121

2

4

2.97

.826

121

2

4

2.97

.826

121

2

4

3.21

.982

surveys or questionnaires carried out for my research
on the intention of the survey.]
DATA SUBJECTS [I require the respondents of my
surveys or questionnaires to give consent to the
collection of the data based on the questions asked.]
DATA SUBJECTS [I inform the respondents of
surveys or questionnaires carried out for my research
on their right to deletion of data collected.]
DATA SUBJECTS [I inform the respondents of
surveys or questionnaires carried out for my research
on their right to rectification in case the data collected
is false.]
DATA SUBJECTS [I inform the respondents of
surveys or questionnaires carried out for my research
how their data will be stored and if external sources
of storage will be used e.g. cloud storage and the
measures taken to protect information from security
violations.]
DATA SUBJECTS [I inform the respondents of
surveys or questionnaires carried out for my research
how long the data collected will be stored.]
DATA SUBJECTS [I inform the respondents of
surveys or questionnaires carried out for my research
how they can reach me in case they want to exercise
their rights under the Data Protection Act.]
Valid N (listwise)

121

Table 6: Descriptive statistics on responses on data subject rights section of the
questionnaire
5.3.4 Data Storage
The study sought to determine the data storage practices the researchers take during research.
This section of the questionnaire focused on the security measures used by researchers to
protect their respondent's data. From the study's result, all researchers would store their data
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on digital devices such as laptops and flash drives. 67.77% of respondents store data
collected for their reports in the cloud. All researchers ensure that the third-party companies
that they use for data storage have in place adequate security measures to protect the data
stored using their services. 71.21% of the respondents would agree that they follow
guidelines set in the Act to secure data collected during research. Table 7 below shows the
descriptive statistics of the results of the data storage section in the questionnaire.

Table 7: Descriptive statistics on responses on data storage section of the questionnaire
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5.3.5 Data Protection Policies
The study aimed to find out whether researchers would use data protection techniques to
secure the data they collected during research. This was to establish the methods used to
anonymize data collected in order to remove any PII from the data as required by the Act.
From the results of the survey, it was established that 60.33 % of the users have adequate
knowledge to mask any PII in their data. However, 72% of the researchers would require
additional tools and knowledge to anonymize their data. The descriptive statistics from the
data protection section of the questionnaire are shown in table 8 below.

Table 8: Descriptive statistics on responses on data protection policies section of the
questionnaire
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5.3.6 Training and awareness
The study sought to determine whether the researchers had undergone training about the
Data Protection Act of Kenya and if they were aware of how they should conduct research
according to guidelines stipulated in the Act. This section of the questionnaire whether the
researchers have been provided with training on how to comply with the Act. From the
study's result, it was established that 28.10% of the researchers would agree that the
institution has provided training on the Act and how it would affect researchers. The same
percentage of researchers have completed or participated in training from their school or
department on guidelines to comply with the Act. 60.33% of the respondents agree that
guidelines provided by the school help them to comply with the Act, and 67.77% of the
respondents are aware of steps that should be taken in case of a breach of their data security.
60.33% of the respondents are aware of the implications of the Act on research. Table 9
below gives a summary of the responses given by the researchers on the training and
awareness section of the questionnaire.

Table 9: Descriptive statistics on responses on training and awareness section of the
questionnaire
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5.4 Factor Analysis
Factor analysis is a method used to simplify research by condensing variables in order to
make the research data easier to work with. The method is used to describe the relationships
among variables that relate in terms of a potentially lower number of unobserved variables
called factors. Factor analysis is used to group varying survey questions filtering a large
number of questions into a smaller set of factors. It is used to extract the maximum possible
variance from all variables into a common value. This study deduced the factors that related
to the independent variables identified from the conceptual framework developed. These
factors were subjected to factor analysis using SPSS. Principle component analysis (PCA)
was to analyze the factors. Factor weights were used to get the maximum possible variance
iteratively until there was no further meaningful variance. Communality analyses the
variance of a variable compared to other factors listed; hence can be used to deduct the
reliability of the variables. The communality analysis results are shown in Table 10 below.
From the commonality analysis, variables with high values are well represented while
variables with low values are not well represented.

Communalities
Initial
DATA SOURCES [My research topic requires analysis of personal 1.000

Extraction
.892

data such as Name, Age, Gender, Location, Level of Education,
etc.]
DATA SOURCES [My research requires analysis of special data 1.000

.961

such as race, religious beliefs, health, biometric information, etc.]
DATA SOURCES [I would require sharing data collected during 1.000

.961

my research to an external party to process information from the
collected data.]
DATA SOURCES [I would require data from an external source 1.000

.933

such as the internet to carry out my research.]
DATA SUBJECTS [I inform the respondents of surveys or 1.000
questionnaires carried out for my research on the intention of the
survey.]
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1.000

DATA SUBJECTS [I require the respondents of my surveys or 1.000

1.000

questionnaires to give consent to the collection of the data based on
the questions asked.]
DATA SUBJECTS [I inform the respondents of surveys or 1.000

1.000

questionnaires carried out for my research on their right to deletion
of data collected.]
DATA SUBJECTS [I inform the respondents of surveys or 1.000

1.000

questionnaires carried out for my research on their right to
rectification in case the data collected is false.]
DATA SUBJECTS [I inform the respondents of surveys or 1.000

1.000

questionnaires carried out for my research how their data will be
stored and if external sources of storage will be used e.g., cloud
storage and the measures taken to protect information from security
violations.]
DATA SUBJECTS [I inform the respondents of surveys or 1.000

1.000

questionnaires carried out for my research how long the data
collected will be stored.]
DATA SUBJECTS [I inform the respondents of surveys or 1.000

1.000

questionnaires carried out for my research how they can reach me
in case they want to exercise their rights under the Data Protection
Act.]
DATA PROTECTION POLICIES [I am aware of security 1.000

1.000

practices I can use to protect my data, such as data masking,
anonymization, and pseudonymization.]
DATA PROTECTION POLICIES [I can effectively use these 1.000

1.000

techniques on my own without help]
DATA PROTECTION POLICIES [I have the skills to implement 1.000

1.000

the available preventative measures to stop people from getting
confidential information.]
DATA PROTECTION POLICIES [I require external tools to 1.000
implement the available preventative measures to data collected for
my research.]
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1.000

DATA PROTECTION POLICIES [I do not use any data protection 1.000

1.000

techniques to protect the confidential information collected during
my research.]
TRAINING AND AWARENESS [My department or school has 1.000

1.000

ensured that we are properly trained on data protection laws that
apply when collecting data for my research.]
TRAINING AND AWARENESS [I have completed trainings on 1.000

1.000

data protection laws.]
TRAINING AND AWARENESS [My department or school has 1.000

1.000

provided guidelines on how we should comply with the data
protection laws when carrying out our research.]
TRAINING AND AWARENESS [My department or school has 1.000

1.000

informed me of how the Data Protection Laws are affecting my
research.]
TRAINING AND AWARENESS [I am aware of the guidelines 1.000

1.000

provided by the school to carry out research that complies with
Data Protection Laws]
TRAINING AND AWARENESS [I am aware of the procedures to 1.000

1.000

take in case of a breach in data collected for my research]
TRAINING AND AWARENESS [I am not conversant on how my 1.000

1.000

research is affected by the Data Protection Act when it comes to
data collection, processing, and storage.]
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Table 10: Factor analysis on responses
Table 10 was used to estimate the commonalities for each variable. This is the proportion of
variance that each item has in common with other factors. For example, the analysis showed
that 'My research requires analysis of special data such as race, religious beliefs, health, or
biometric information, etc.' had 96.1% shared relationship with other factors. The variable
'My research topic requires analysis personal data such as Name, Age, Gender, Location,
Level of Education etc.' had the least commonality with others with a relationship of 89.2%.
The variance extraction rule states that extraction variance is higher than 70%. If the variance
is below the threshold set, then the variable should not be considered as a factor. As shown
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in Table 10, the factors identified had an extraction variance that was above 70%. The factors
can be deemed as reliable and could therefore be utilized in the study.
To analyze the information, the factor model was rotated. The component matrix shown was
then rotated using Variance Maximization with Kaiser Normalization, as shown in Table 11.
The results of the component matrix were used to identify variables that fall under each of
the major extracted factors. The component columns display five major extracted factors.
The 23 variables were placed in one of the five factors. A variable is said to belong to a
factor to which it explains more variation than any other factor. From Table 11, the
individual variables constituting the eight factors extracted were summarized and identified
in Table 12.

Rotated Component Matrix
Raw

Rescaled

Component

Component

1
DATA

SOURCES

research

topic

2

3

[My .099 .043 -

requires

4

5

.732 -

.009

1

2

3

.127 .055 -

.192

4

5

.945 -.248

.012

analysis of personal data such
as

Name,

Age,

Gender,

Location, Level of Education,
etc.]
DATA

SOURCES

[My -

.051 .075 .391 .160 -

research requires analysis of .118

.103 .150 .783 .320

.237

special data such as race,
religious

beliefs,

health,

biometric information, etc.]
DATA SOURCES [I would -

.026 .037 .195 .080 -

require sharing data collected .059

.237

during my research to an
external party to process
information

from

the

collected data.]
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.103 .150 .783 .320

DATA SOURCES [I would .121 require data from an external

.025 .181 1.00 .118 -

.026

7

.024 .175 .975

.025

source such as the internet to
carry out my research.]
DATA SUBJECTS [I inform .624 the respondents of surveys or

.106 -

.018

.020 .984 -

.022

.028

.167 -

.031

.034

questionnaires carried out for
my research on the intention
of the survey.]
DATA SUBJECTS [I require the

respondents

of

.964 .122 .086 .004 -

my .114

.982 .124 .087 .004

.116

surveys or questionnaires to
give consent to the collection
of the data based on the
questions asked.]
DATA SUBJECTS [I inform .047 the respondents of surveys or

.614 .049 .025 .075 -

.974 .077 .039

.122

.193

.378 .569 .113 .007 -

.403 .607 .120 .007

questionnaires carried out for
my research on their right to
deletion of data collected.]
DATA SUBJECTS [I inform the respondents of surveys or .633

.675

questionnaires carried out for
my research on their right to
rectification in case the data
collected is false.]
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DATA SUBJECTS [I inform -

-

.704 .088 .017 -

the respondents of surveys or .423 .019

-

.852 .106 .020

.512 .023

questionnaires carried out for
my research, how their data
will be stored and if external
sources of storage will be
used, e.g., cloud storage and
the measures taken to protect
information

from

security

violations.]
DATA SUBJECTS [I inform -

-

.704 .088 .017 -

the respondents of surveys or .423 .019

-

.852 .106 .020

.512 .023

questionnaires carried out for
my research how long the
data collected will be stored.]
DATA SUBJECTS [I inform .940 the respondents of surveys or

-

-

.016 .957 -

.207 .179 .078

-

-

.017

.210 .182 .079

questionnaires carried out for
my research how they can
reach me in case they want to
exercise their rights under the
Data Protection Act.]
DATA

PROTECTION -

POLICIES [I am aware of .267

.879 -

.068 -

.073

-

.008 .289

.951 -

.074 -.008

.079

security practices I can use to
protect my data, such as data
masking, anonymization, and
pseudonymization.]
DATA

PROTECTION .203 .775 -

POLICIES [I can effectively

.029 .000 .248 .947 -

.163

use these techniques on my
own without help]
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.199

.036 .000

DATA

PROTECTION -

.964 .122 .086 .004 -

POLICIES [I have the skills .114

.982 .124 .087 .004

.116

to implement the available
preventative measures to stop
people

from

getting

confidential information.]
DATA

PROTECTION -

-

.224 .014 .002 -

POLICIES [I require external .260 .293
tools

to

implement

available

-

.496 .030 .003

.576 .650

the

preventative

measures to data collected for
my research.]
DATA

PROTECTION .576 .104 -

POLICIES [I do not use any

-

-

.508 .070 .005

.740 .134 -

-

-.006

.653 .090

data protection techniques to
protect

the

confidential

information collected during
my research.]
TRAINING

AND .730 .190 -

AWARENESS

[My

-

.007 .892 .232 -

.313 .053

-

.008

.383 .064

department or school has
ensured that we are properly
trained on data protection
laws

that

collecting

apply
data

for

when
my

research.]
TRAINING
AWARENESS

AND .260 .293 [I

have

-

-

.224 .014 .002

completed training on data
protection laws.]
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.576 .650 -

-

.496 .030

-.003

TRAINING

AND .470 -

AWARENESS

[My

-

-

.008 .957 -

.103 .089 .039

-

-

.017

.210 .182 .079

department or school has
provided guidelines on how
we should comply with the
data protection laws when
carrying out our research.]
TRAINING

AND -

AWARENESS

-

.313 .053 -

[My .730 .190

-

-

.383 .064 -.008

.007 .892 .232

department or school has
informed me of how the Data
Protection Laws are affecting
my research.]
TRAINING

AND .940 -

AWARENESS [I am aware

-

-

.016 .957 -

.207 .179 .078

-

-

.017

.210 .182 .079

of the guidelines provided by
the school to carry out
research that complies with
Data Protection Laws]
TRAINING

AND -

.397 -

AWARENESS [I am aware .210

.025 -

.134

-

.845 -

.010 .448

.286

.008 .957 -

-

.054 -.021

of the procedures to take in
case of a breach in data
collected for my research]
TRAINING

AND .470 -

AWARENESS [I am not
conversant

on

how

-

-

.103 .089 .039

my

research is affected by the
Data Protection Act when it
comes to data collection,
processing, and storage.]
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
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-

.210 .182 .079

.017

a. Rotation converged in 6 iterations.
Table 11: Rotated Component Matrix on questionnaire responses

Table 12: Total Variance analysis of responses
From Table 12, the initial eigenvalues as well as the extraction sums of squared loadings are
displayed for each of the 23 questions analyzed. Eigenvalues are the variances of the factors.
As the researcher conducted the factor analysis, each variable had a variance of 1. The total
variance was nineteen, equal to the number of variables used. The eigenvalue for a given
factor measures the variance of the factor in relation to all the variables. The ratio of
eigenvalues is the ratio of the importance of the factors with respect to the total variables. If
a factor has a low eigenvalue, then it contributes little to the area of study and maybe ignored
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as replaced with more important factors. As per the Kaiser Criterion, Eigenvalues is a good
criterion for determining a factor. If Eigenvalues have a value greater than one, we should
consider it and not consider the factor if its eigenvalue has a value less than one. Under the
initial Eigenvalues, several items were considered, as explained below.
Component: The component column represented the 38 variables or questionnaire
questions. The initial number of factors was 38, which was the same as the number of
variables used in the factor analysis. However, not all 38 factors were retained. In Table 12,
only the 23 factors were retained.
Total: This column contains the eigenvalues. The first factor will always account for the
most variance and, therefore, will always have the highest eigenvalue. The next factor will
account for what has remained, and so on. Therefore, each successive factor will account for
less and less variance.
Percentage of Variance: This column contains the percentage of total variance accounted
for by each factor. For the first factor, the percentage of variance was calculated as (3.508/23)
∗100 = 15.252%
Cumulative Percentage: This column displays the cumulative percentage of variances of
the current factor as well as all the preceding factors. Under the Extraction Sums of Squared
Loadings section, the number of rows in the table corresponds to the number of factors
retained. In this example, we requested that 12 factors be retained, so there are 12 rows, one
for each retained factor. Extraction sums of squared loadings, initial eigenvalues, and
eigenvalues after extraction were the same for Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
extraction, but if other extraction methods were used, eigenvalues after extraction would be
lower than their initial counterparts.
5.5 Summary
This chapter focused on the results and the findings of the study as was set out in the research
methodology. The chapter analyzed the results of the questionnaire. The responses were
analyzed using SPSS using descriptive statistics and factor analysis. The results analyzed
provided an in-depth analysis of some of the objectives that were to be achieved in the study.
From the analysis, the main challenge that students and staff encountered was the lack of
training and provision of awareness of how the Data Protection Act would affect their
research and research practices. The majority of the researchers were aware of the Act and
the regulations placed on research. Most of the responses from the questionnaire indicated
that the researchers followed policies to secure their data and followed policies on data
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subject rights management. However, they were not aware of the institution providing
training on how the Act should govern their research.
Chapter six of this document will focus on discussions resulting from findings discussed in
this chapter. The chapter includes a conclusion on the research objectives derived from the
findings. The chapter will summarize the problem statement of the study and discuss how
the supporting prototype sets out to address the problem, and what was achieved in relation
to the objectives that were set. The chapter will also include recommendations for future
work regarding the thesis topic.
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CHAPTER 6.0: DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Introduction
This chapter summarizes the analysis and findings documented in the previous chapter to
provide the answers to the research objectives. Furthermore, the study summarizes the
problem that the research prototype was set out to address and what was achieved in relation
to the objectives that were set. The chapter concludes with recommendations for future work.
6.2 Summary
The primary objective of this project was to identify the challenges research institutions face
in achieving compliance with the Kenya Data Protection Act 2020 and to develop a
conceptual prototype that utilizes data analytics to guide institutions on how to integrate the
Act in their data protection strategy. This objective was met through the following specific
objectives:

i. Review of the challenges faced by research institutions in adopting compliance of the Data
Privacy Act of Kenya.
ii. Implement a prototype solution that utilizes Key Performance Indicators to monitor risk
compliance to help research institutions adhere to the Data Privacy Act of Kenya.
iii. Validation of the proposed solution.
The study examined the challenges researchers face in ensuring their research complies
with the Data Protection Act of Kenya while collecting and processing data. The developed
prototype aimed to show how researchers could adopt data analytics to ensure compliance
with the Act. The prototype was evaluated on whether it could be used to adopt data
analytics methods to help researchers follow the guidelines stipulated in the Act. The study
found out that there were several challenges faced by researchers while conducting
research according to the regulations. The study then used research design science as the
methodology of the study. This is because it provided steps that would provide actionable
steps to conduct the research and help answer the research objectives.
The study incorporated a questionnaire that was distributed to the students and staff of USIUAfrica. The questionnaire was drafted to collect data on the challenges the staff and students
faced in adopting compliance of the Data Protection Act of Kenya. The questionnaire was
drafted into two sections, data collection, where the study aimed to get responses on the
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researcher's data sources, data subjects, and data storage practices. The second section
focused on data protection practices, where the questionnaire focused on IT and security
practices followed by researchers and Training and Awareness practices from the institution.
SPSS was used to analyze the data collected.

The tool proposal complemented the study as it aimed to show how data analytics can help
researchers be compliant with the Act. The study incorporated a review of the system
analysis and design. The system analysis outlined the objectives of the system components.
The system analysis outlined how the components of the prototype work together to achieve
the objective of the study. The prototype was then implemented using open-source
technologies. After the implementation, a proof of concept was conducted. The main
findings of this study show that data analytics can be integrated into an organization's
approach to comply with the data protection regulations within their jurisdictions.

6.3 Discussion
6.3.1 Challenges faced by research institutions in adopting compliance with the Data
Privacy Act of Kenya.
The first research objective aimed to identify the challenges faced by organizations in
adopting compliance with the Data Privacy Act of Kenya. Privacy laws are paid more
attention due to the increased use of platforms like the internet. This introduces a need to
make sure that personal data is protected. While these protection laws pose an advantage to
those transacting online, it is a disadvantage to those who are using this data and must adhere
to the strict regulations (Acharya, 2019). The Data Protection Act fails to clearly define some
recurrent terms under the law. This impacts data processing as the thresholds under which
they may act are not clearly defined.
According to Section 18(a) of the Act, data controllers and processors are required to be
registered with the Commissioner. The role of the Commissioner is to set thresholds for
mandatory registration according to the nature of the industry, the quantity of data being
processed, and considerations on whether sensitive personal data is being processed. These
thresholds are not yet put in place; hence one might argue that registration is not mandatory.
This will hinder data processing in organizations as they would not know the thresholds in
which their data falls and which regulations they will need to adhere to.
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According to section 2 of the Act (Section (2), 2019), data that is considered sensitive is data
that reveals health status, race, ethnicity, belief, genetic data, biometric information, property
details, marital status, family details, and sexual orientation of an individual. Specific rules
apply to the use of such data. Health data relating to an individual may only be processed by
a healthcare practitioner. There is no clarity provided by the regulation on the length of time
personal data can be stored. Researchers are therefore required to apply judgment in
assessing retention durations since there is no prescribed length of time stipulated in storing
research data. The Act in section 48 (Section (48), 2019) imposes strict restrictions on data
being transferred outside Kenya. Organizations might find it hard to share data outside
Kenya due to this restriction. Researchers are permitted to transfer personal data to another
country after providing proof to the Commissioner that the other party has put in place
appropriate to protect the personal data being transferred.
The Act has not defined the processes to be followed. This might impede cross-country
research as there are no stipulated guidelines on the proof required. However, the Act does
offer an exemption where publication of data is in the public interest, which are all under
specific circumstances. Nonetheless, organizations should consider, as part of their
processing activities, demonstrating accountability for the protection of the data they collect
and use. The institutions can appoint a Data Protection Officer to help in drafting data
protection policies and ensure they are properly implemented. It would also be prudent to
comply with the Act by conducting risk assessments and implementing procedures and
practices as set up by the Act.
The use of both structured and unstructured data, large storage of data, collection of data
without a pre-established purpose all relate to the large volume of data collected by
organizations. The benefits and risks of big data become more obvious. To demonstrate how
data analytics can be used to monitor risk compliance using key performance indicators to
help organizations adhere to the Act, the study relies on the principles of data as included in
section 25. These principles were considered as the basis of the scope of the study. It was
discovered that it is upon these principles that the GDPR was built, and they relay the rules
to which any organization that wants to process personal data should adhere to.

6.3.2 Implement a prototype solution that utilizes Key Performance Indicators to
monitor risk compliance to help research institutions adhere to the Data Privacy Act
of Kenya.
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The study identified four areas of data protection regulation compliance where rule-based
technologies such as data analytics may be relevant in mitigating the challenges. The areas
were implemented as functionalities in the prototype. These are:
1. Data Subject Rights Management: Use of KPIs and dashboards to identify, monitor,
and track responses to Data Subject requests to respond within the timelines provided
by the regulations
2. Consent management where dashboards to monitor and respond to the data subject’s
request and consents preferences.
3. Risk Assessment: One can use KPIs to evaluate risk and balance the cost of keeping
and securing data and responding to individual rights requests against your
processing needs.
4. Data minimization and length retention: analytics can be used to manage data and
ensure data governance procedures are adhered to.

The study was supported by a conceptual prototype that implemented the functionalities
above to monitor risk compliance to help organizations adhere to the Act. From the problem
analysis, the tool’s requirements were guided by the research objectives and the principles
highlighted by the Act. The study focused on the analysis of the following principles of the
Data Protection Act: purpose limitation, data minimization, accuracy, integrity, and
confidentiality. The principles guided the requirements of the prototype and their
implementation within the scope of research.
The proposed prototype aimed to implement data analytics components such as key
performance indicators and risk assessment to comply with data protection regulations. The
proposed prototype is purposed to help research institutions navigate past the challenges
posed by restrictions introduced by the Act. Therefore, the prototype was developed with the
main stakeholders in mind being researchers in any research institution. The study focused
on USIU-Africa as a research institution and the post-graduate students as the main
stakeholders. The prototype supported the study by showing how data analytics can help
them to be compliant with the Act while carrying out research for their theses. The
researchers would use the prototype to analyze data privacy risk secure and maintain data
collected during research. The system was therefore constrained to be used in research
institutions for research activities by researchers and subjects of their study.
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6.3.3. Validation of the proposed solution.
The third objective of this study was to analyze the effectiveness of integrating data analytics
to monitor compliance metrics through selected verification and validation processes. To
demonstrate the usefulness in using data analytics in risk assessment and key performance
indicators to monitor compliance of organizations, the study revolved around the compliance
of research institutions to the Data Protection Act of Kenya, which includes Public and
Private Universities. The study focused on USIU-Africa students, especially in graduate and
post-graduate programs. Most students at this level are required to carry out research or
experiments for their thesis. Therefore, these students will have to regulate their data
collection methods to be compliant with the data protection act of Kenya.
The research used a holistic approach for the evaluation of the artifact using evaluative
techniques that use logic and simulations. The methodology was evaluated using a
simulation of a research institution. The study evaluated the effectiveness of data analytics
methods in helping a researcher comply with the data protection regulations while
conducting research by assessing processes from data collection to archival.
1) For data subject rights management: the system reports were evaluated by showing action
on data subject requests, the prototype utilized dashboards to monitor the data subject's
requests and how long it took for the data controller to act on the request. KPIs were used to
display requests that had not been acted on.
2) On consent management, the evaluation of the system reports was the management of the
proof of consent from the data subjects. The prototype utilized dashboards to monitor the
rate of consent approved by the data subject, and KPIs were used to display responses that
did not show documentation.
3) Risk Assessment analysis of data risk and impact assessment management was done
through the evaluation of the risk exposure from processing personal data. KPIs were used
to display review tags in the data being processed to align with processing requirements for
the data and monitored using a risk analytics dashboard.
4) Finally, for data retention and minimization, KPIs were used to analyze why, with whom
you share it, for how long you keep it, and what security measures are used to protect the
data. The prototype utilized dashboards to monitor the KPIs, manage the data lifecycle and
operationalize data governance practices and policies.
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6.4. Conclusion
6.4.1. Review of the challenges faced by research institutions in adopting compliance of
the Data Privacy Act of Kenya.
The major challenge faced by research institutions while complying with the Act was the
restrictions on processing personal data. The major reason for this is the blur that exists
between what is personally identified information (PII) and what is not. This presents a need
for an examination of data collection methods and processing practices within an
organization. Research institutions must carefully consider the processing of personal data
and review their policies regularly to adjust as needed. Researchers are now required to only
collect the strictly necessary personal data and not store it longer than is necessary for the
purpose for which it was acquired. Many researchers find it challenging to manage this
effectively, but with proper data protection measures, they manage the data they collect
during research and ensure compliance with the regulations.

6.4.2. Implement a prototype solution that utilizes Key Performance Indicators to
monitor risk compliance to help research institutions adhere to the Data Privacy Act
of Kenya.
The study sought to implement a prototype that used data analytics to help researchers
comply with the Data Protection Act. In order to do so, the principles of the Act were
considered as the guide on how to implement the prototype. This was then followed by a
review of areas of data protection regulation compliance where rule-based technologies such
as data analytics may be relevant in mitigating the challenges. These considerations were
then utilized in formulating the research prototype. Through the analysis and design, a
blueprint onto which the project platform was built was formulated. The main areas where
analytics can be applied to help in compliance were data subject rights management, consent
management, risk assessment, and data minimization and length retention. The four areas
can utilize key metric indicators that can be monitored by a researcher to show compliance
to the regulations stipulated by the Act.
6.4.3. Validation of the proposed solution.
The research used a holistic approach to evaluate the prototype using simulation of research
practices. The study evaluated the effectiveness of data analytics methods in helping a
researcher comply with the data protection regulations while researching by assessing
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processes from data collection to archival. On data collection, we assessed how a researcher
might use data analytics methods such as pseudonymization or anonymization to mask
personal data as per the regulation. While processing the data, we review how data analytics
methods and what KPI metrics can be used to manage data subject rights. For data analysis,
the study focused on data analytics methods to monitor limits on data processing and
consumer profiling, such as data minimization. And finally, on data archival, the study
focused on analytical methods to monitor the data lifecycle and flow of data.
The contribution that was made through the study was that it highlights how data analytics
methods can be used to monitor key performance indicators that are guided by the principles
of data protection through the implementation of the prototype solution. This helps build a
case for the introduction of data analytics processes in compliance strategies in
organizations.
6.5 Recommendations for Future Work
For further studies, it is recommended that the study incorporates how other data analytics
methods such as machine learning can be useful in helping organizations comply with data
protection regulations. Using machine learning can broaden the scope to include data threat
detection and further classification of data used by an organization. These additional
enhancements can be included in the prototype to enhance accuracy and user acceptance.
During the study, few challenges were encountered, which provided a basis for future
improvements. A notable challenge is the different provisions implemented by the data
protection regulations on the use of data collected and the reason for processing. Although
the Act creates restrictions for organizations that process personal data, there are exemptions
provided for special cases such as research. The Act exempts research from the restrictions
imposed on processing personal data to allow researchers to process personal data. The Act
also allows researchers to process and transfer personal data to foreign countries without
providing proof of protection in specific cases. To benefit from these exemptions,
researchers must put in place appropriate safeguards and maintain ethical standards which
will lower the risks of data privacy breaches or act against the rights of data subjects. As a
result of these challenges, additional configurations will be required to attain acceptable
levels of accuracy of the prototype. For example, the metrics for the risk posed by research
organizations are different from the risks posed to other organizations such as businesses or
financial institutions. Future work calls for evaluating the prototype on a different
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organization, improving algorithms to enhance the solution, and investigating trade-offs of
various features based on the scope of the data processors and controllers.
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APPENDIX I: QUESTIONNAIRE
INSTRUCTIONS
The purpose of this study is to examine the compliance of research practices to the Data
Protection Act of Kenya. Please answer all questions to the best of your ability. There are no
right or wrong answers. What matters is your opinion. Please do not write any form of
identification details e.g., your name. The survey should take approximately 15 minutes.
Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire.
SECTION A – DEMOGRAPHICS
Below are a few questions that seek personal information about you. Please mark
appropriately.
I. Age
1. 30 or under
2. 31-40
3. 41-50
4. 51-60
5. over 60

II. Gender
1. Male
2. Female

III. School or department
1. School of Science and Technology
2. Chandaria School of Business
3. School of Communication, Cinematic and Creative Arts
4. School of Graduate Studies, Research and Extension
5. School of Humanities and Social Sciences
6. School of Pharmacy and Health Sciences

IV. ICT experience
1. Less than one year
2. 1 – 5 years
3. 6 – 10 years
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4. 10+ years

V. Data Analytics experience
1. Less than one year
2. 1 – 5 years
3. 6 – 10 years
4. 10+ years

VI. How do you rate your knowledge of the Data Protection Laws?
1. Struggle a lot (Have problems handling files/folders and programs. Have lost data at
times)
2. Below average (Often need help and should learn more)
3. Average (Can do what is expected but should learn more)
4. Good (Manage fine and sometimes help other users)
5. Very good (Have no problems at all. Often help other users)
SECTION B – DATA COLLECTION
DATA SOURCES
CODE

IDS01

QUESTION

Strongly

Strongly

Agree

Disagree

My research topic requires analysis personal 1

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

data such as Name, Age, Gender, Location,
Level of Education etc.

IDS02

My research requires analysis of special data 1
such as race, religious beliefs, health, or
biometric information etc.

IDS03

I would require sharing data collected during 1
my research to an external party to process
information from the collected data.
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IDS04

I would require data from an external source 1

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

such as the Internet to carry out my research.

IDS05

My department implements the guidelines 1
stipulated under the Data Protection Law of
Kenya for acquiring data.

DATA SUBJECTS
EDS01

I inform the respondents of surveys or 1
questionnaires carried out for my research on
the intention of the survey.

EDS02

I require the respondents of my surveys or 1
questionnaires to give consent to the collection
of the data based on the questions asked.

EDS03

I inform the respondents of surveys or 1
questionnaires carried out for my research on
their right to deletion of data collected.

EDS04

I inform the respondents of surveys or 1
questionnaires carried out for my research on
their right to rectification in case the data
collected is false.

EDS05

I inform the respondents of surveys or 1
questionnaires carried out for my research how
their data will be stored and if external sources
of storage will be used e.g., cloud storage and
the measures taken to protect information from
security violations.
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EDS06

I inform the respondents of surveys or 1

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

questionnaires carried out for my research how
long the data collected will be stored.

EDS07

I inform the respondents of surveys or 1
questionnaires carried out for my research how
they can reach me in case they want to exercise
their rights under the Data Protection Act.

DATA STORAGE
EDS01

I store the data collected during my research on 1
my device’s local storage e.g., laptop, flash
drive etc.

EDS02

I store the data collected during my research on 1
the cloud storage.

EDS03

I ensure that I comply with information security 1
policies/ procedures when sharing the storing
the data provided using encryption or encrypted
flash drive.

EDS04

In case I need to store data collected during my 1
research to a third party, I ensure that they
comply with information security policies/
procedures when storing the data provided
using encryption or other security measures.

EDS05

In case I am storing data in the cloud, I ensure 1
that I am aware of measures taken by the cloud
platform to protect information from security
violations.
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EDS06

I ensure that I follow guidelines stipulated under 1

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

the Data Protection Law of Kenya when using
storing data collected during my research.

EDS07

I ensure that I follow guidelines stipulated under 1
the GDPR in case my respondents are EU
citizens or live in any EU member states.

SECTION C – DATA PROTECTION POLICIES
DATA PROTECTION PRACTICES
CODE

DS01

QUESTION

Strongly

Strongly

Agree

Disagree

I am aware of security practices I can use to 1

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

protect my data such as data masking,
anonymization and pseudonymization.

DS02

I can effectively use these techniques on my 1
own without help

DS03

I have the skills to implement the available 1
preventative measures to stop people from
getting confidential information.

DS04

I require external tools to implement the 1
available preventative measures to secure data
collected for my research.

DS05

I do not use any analytical techniques to protect 1
confidential information collected during my
research.
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SECURITY POLICIES
US01

I

comply

with

information

security 1

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

My department or school has ensured that we 1

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

policies/procedures when performing my daily
work.

US02

I practice recommended information security 1
behavior as much as possible.

US03

I always recommend others to comply with 1
information security policies/ procedures.

US04

I assist others in complying with information 1
security policies/procedures.

US05

I take measures to protect my information from 1
security violations.

US06

I take precautions against information security 1
violations.

US07

I use information security protection solutions.

TRAINING AND AWARENESS
TA01

are properly trained on data protection laws that
apply when collecting data for my research.

TA02

I have completed trainings on data protection 1
laws.
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TA03

My department or school has provided 1

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

guidelines on how we should comply with the
data protection laws when carrying out our
research.

TA04

My department or school has informed me of 1
how the Data Protection Laws are affecting my
research.

TA05

I am aware of the guidelines provided by the 1
school to carry out research that complies with
Data Protection Laws

TA06

I am aware of the procedures to take in case of 1
a breach in data collected for my research

TA07

I am not conversant on how my research is 1
affected by the Data Protection Act when it
comes to data collection, processing, and
storage.
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APPENDIX II: SOURCE CODE
library(shiny)
library(shinydashboard)
library(ggplot2)
library(ggthemes)
library(party)
library(caret)
library(plotly)
library(curl)
library(RCurl)
library(e1071)
library(rpart)
library(ranger)
library(shiny)
library(digest)
library(shinyjs)
library(shinydashboard)
library(shinydashboardPlus)
library(shinyWidgets)
library(ggplot2)
library(sodium)
library(plotly)
library(DT)
library(data.table)
library(dplyr)
library(rio)
#library(uuid)
library(expss)
library(anytime)
library(rhandsontable)
library(RColorBrewer)
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library(rpivotTable)
library(rvest)
library(formattable)
library(DBI)
library(odbc)
library(validate)
library(lubridate)
library(networkD3)
library(htmlwidgets)
library(htmltools)
library(treemapify)

ui <- dashboardPage(skin = "purple",
dashboardHeader(title = "DPA Assist"
),
dashboardSidebar(
sidebarMenu(
menuItem("Risk Assessment",tabName = "Risk", icon = icon("th")),
menuItem("Data Respondent", tabName = "Respondent", icon = icon("dashboard")),
menuItem("Data Processor",tabName = "Processor", icon = icon("file-download")),
menuItem("Consent Management",tabName = "Consent", icon = icon("checkcircle")),
menuItem("Data Lifecycle Management",tabName = "Retention", icon =
icon("database"))
)
),
dashboardBody(
# Boxes need to be put in a row (or column)
tabItems(
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# First tab content
tabItem(tabName = "Respondent",
fluidRow(
###### Application statistics tab #####
fluidPage(
title = 'Statistics',
icon = icon('dollar'),
br(),
box(title = "Application Statistics",status ="primary", solidHeader = TRUE,
collapsible= TRUE,width = 12, height = 400,
br(),
fluidRow(
infoBoxOutput('numberofcontracts',width = 4)
),
fluidRow(
valueBoxOutput("totalstage1ecl",width = 4),
valueBoxOutput("totalstage2ecl",width = 4),
valueBoxOutput("totalstage3ecl",width = 4)),
fluidRow(
useSweetAlert(),
column(6, offset=3, align="center",
actionButton(inputId = "onbal_run","Fetch
Statistics",icon("calculator"),
style="color: #fff; background-color: #337ab7; border-color:
#2e6da4")))
),#end of box
box(title = "Search for your Responses",status = "primary",solidHeader =
TRUE,width = 12,collapsible = TRUE,collapsed = FALSE,
div(helpText("Please input your Respondent ID to retrieve your data"),
textInput(inputId = 'searchRespInfo',label = 'Select Respondent ID'),
br(),
fluidRow(
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useSweetAlert(),
column(6, offset=3, align="center",
actionButton(inputId = "db_fetch_RespInfo","Fetch
Data",icon("calculator"),
style="color: #fff; background-color: #337ab7; border-color:
#2e6da4")))

)),

box(tableOutput(outputId = "report1Respvalues"),downloadLink(outputId =
"downloadRespvalues"),
title = "Responses per Survey Filled",status = "primary",solidHeader =
TRUE,collapsible = TRUE,width = 12,bordered=TRUE),

box(title = "Make a request to the data processor",status =
"primary",solidHeader = TRUE,width = 12,collapsible = TRUE,collapsed = FALSE,
div(helpText("Please input the ID of the survey you would like to amend"),
textInput(inputId = 'enterSurveyID',label = 'Select Survey ID'),
selectInput("right_request", "Request",
c("", "Deletion", "Amendment", "Restrict Processing", "Access")),
br(),
fluidRow(
useSweetAlert(),
column(6, offset=3, align="center",
actionButton(inputId = "db_submit_right","Submit
Request",icon("calculator"),
style="color: #fff; background-color: #337ab7; border-color:
#2e6da4")))

))
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)
)
),

tabItem(tabName = "Processor",

fluidRow(
###### Application statistics tab #####
fluidPage(
title = 'Processor Statistics',
icon = icon('dollar'),
br(),
box(title = "Survey Statistics",status ="primary", solidHeader = TRUE,
collapsible= TRUE,width = 12, height = 400,
br(),
fluidRow(
infoBoxOutput('numberofcontracts12',width = 4)
),
fluidRow(
valueBoxOutput("totalsurveys",width = 3),
valueBoxOutput("totalresponses",width = 3),
valueBoxOutput("totalrequests",width = 3),
valueBoxOutput("totalpendingrequests",width = 3)),
fluidRow(
useSweetAlert(),
column(6, offset=3, align="center",
actionButton(inputId = "fetch_survey_info","Fetch
Statistics",icon("calculator"),
style="color: #fff; background-color: #337ab7; border-color:
#2e6da4")))
),#end of box
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box(title = "Search for your Surveys",status = "primary",solidHeader =
TRUE,width = 12,collapsible = TRUE,collapsed = FALSE,
div(helpText("Please input your Researcher ID to retrieve your data"),
textInput(inputId = 'searchResInfo',label = 'Select Researcher ID'),
br(),
fluidRow(
useSweetAlert(),
column(6, offset=3, align="center",
actionButton(inputId = "db_fetch_ResInfo","Fetch
Data",icon("calculator"),
style="color: #fff; background-color: #337ab7; border-color:
#2e6da4")))

)),
box(tableOutput(outputId = "report1Resvalues"),downloadLink(outputId =
"downloadResvalues"),
title = "Survey Data Recorded",status = "primary",solidHeader =
TRUE,collapsible = TRUE,width = 12,bordered=TRUE),

box(title = "No of requests pending and No of requests",status =
"primary",solidHeader = TRUE,width = 12,collapsible = TRUE,collapsed = FALSE,
div(
fluidRow(
column(6,offset = 0,plotlyOutput('approvalpieplot')),
column(6,offset = 0,plotlyOutput('responsesline')),
column(6,offset = 0,plotOutput('approvalpieplot2'))

)

))
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)
)
),
tabItem(tabName = "Consent",

fluidRow(
###### Application statistics tab #####
fluidPage(
title = 'Consent Statistics',
icon = icon('dollar'),
br(),
box(title = "Survey Statistics",status ="primary", solidHeader = TRUE,
collapsible= TRUE,width = 12, height = 400,
br(),
fluidRow(
infoBoxOutput('numberofcontracts1',width = 4)
),
fluidRow(
valueBoxOutput("totalresponses1",width = 3),
valueBoxOutput("totalobtainedconsent",width = 3),
valueBoxOutput("totalpendingconsent",width = 3),
valueBoxOutput("totalwithdrawnconsent",width = 3)),
fluidRow(
useSweetAlert(),
column(6, offset=3, align="center",
actionButton(inputId = "fetch_consent_info","Fetch
Statistics",icon("calculator"),
style="color: #fff; background-color: #337ab7; border-color:
#2e6da4")))
),#end of box
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box(title = "Graphs",status = "primary",solidHeader = TRUE,width =
12,collapsible = TRUE,collapsed = FALSE,
div(
fluidRow(
column(6,offset = 0,plotlyOutput('approvalpieplot1')),
column(6,offset = 0,plotlyOutput('diffconsentdays')),
column(12,offset = 0,plotlyOutput('eclpieplot21'))

)

))

)
)
),
tabItem(tabName = "Retention",

fluidRow(
###### Application statistics tab #####
fluidPage(
title = 'Data Statistics',
icon = icon('dollar'),
br(),
box(title = "Data Statistics",status ="primary", solidHeader = TRUE,
collapsible= TRUE,width = 12, height = 400,
br(),
fluidRow(
infoBoxOutput('numberofcontracts34',width = 4)
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),
fluidRow(
valueBoxOutput("totalnodatasets",width = 4),
valueBoxOutput("totalarchiveddata",width = 4),
valueBoxOutput("totaldatapending",width = 4)
),
fluidRow(
useSweetAlert(),
column(6, offset=3, align="center",
actionButton(inputId = "fetch_lifecycle_info","Fetch
Statistics",icon("calculator"),
style="color: #fff; background-color: #337ab7; border-color:
#2e6da4")))
),#end of box

box(title = "Graphs",status = "primary",solidHeader = TRUE,width =
12,collapsible = TRUE,collapsed = FALSE,
div(
fluidRow(
column(6,offset = 0,plotlyOutput('dataarchived')),
column(6,offset = 0,plotOutput('daystakentoarchive')),
column(12,offset = 0,plotlyOutput('eclpieplot271'))

)

))

)
)
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),
tabItem(tabName = "Risk",

fluidPage(
fluidRow(
box(title = "Search for your Datasets",status = "primary",solidHeader =
TRUE,width = 12,collapsible = TRUE,collapsed = FALSE,
div(helpText("Please input your Researcher ID to retrieve your data"),
textInput(inputId = 'searchResearcherInfo',label = 'Select Researcher ID'),
br(),
fluidRow(
useSweetAlert(),
column(6, offset=3, align="center",
actionButton(inputId = "db_fetch_ResearcherInfo","Fetch
Data",icon("calculator"),
style="color: #fff; background-color: #337ab7; border-color:
#2e6da4")))

)),

box(tableOutput(outputId =
"report1Researchervalues"),downloadLink(outputId = "downloadResearchervalues"),
title = "Datasets stored",status = "primary",solidHeader = TRUE,collapsible =
TRUE,width = 12,bordered=TRUE),
box(title = "Dataset Statistics",status ="primary", solidHeader = TRUE,
collapsible= TRUE,width = 12, height = 400,
br(),
fluidRow(
infoBoxOutput('numberofcontracts5',width = 4)
),
fluidRow(
valueBoxOutput("totaldatasets",width = 4),
valueBoxOutput("totalopenrequests",width = 4),
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valueBoxOutput("totalarchivaldue",width = 4))

),
box(title = "Graphs",status ="primary", solidHeader = TRUE, collapsible=
TRUE,width = 12, height = 400,
br(),
fluidRow(
column(6,offset = 0,plotOutput('datasetResponses')),
column(6,offset = 0,plotlyOutput('requiresaudit')),
column(12,offset = 0,plotlyOutput('consentdays'))
)
)

)
)

),

tabItem(tabName = "ScatterPlot",
h2("ScatterPlots"),
fluidRow(
box(title = "Scatter Plots", width = 9, background = "red",
status = "primary", solidHeader = TRUE, collapsible = TRUE,
plotlyOutput("view2")
),
box(title = "X Axis Variable", width = 3, background = "red", height=110,
status = "primary", solidHeader = TRUE, collapsible = TRUE,
selectInput(inputId = "three",label=h6(""),
choices = c("age","dataset_rows","consent_approved"),selected =
"age")
),
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box(title = "Y Axis Variable", width = 3, background = "red", height=110,
status = "primary", solidHeader = TRUE, collapsible = TRUE,
selectInput(inputId = "four",label=h6(""),
choices = c("age","dataset_rows","consent_approved","dataset_age",
"retention_length","data_ownership","loan_status","grade"),selected = "consent_approved")
),
box(title = "Fill Variables", width = 3, background = "red", height=120,
status = "primary", solidHeader = TRUE, collapsible = TRUE,
selectInput(inputId = "five",label=h6(""),
choices =
c("dataset_age","retention_length","data_ownership","loan_status","grade"),selected =
"dataset_age")
),
box(title = "Control", background = "black", width = 3, height=270,
status = "warning", solidHeader = TRUE, collapsible = TRUE,
sliderInput("slider4", label=h5("Dataset Length"), 0, 29091, 4500),
sliderInput("slider2", label=h5("Opacity"), 0, 1, 0.85)
)
)
),

tabItem(tabName = "Histogram",
h2("Histograms"),
fluidRow(
box(title = "Histogram", width = 9, background = "red",
status = "primary", solidHeader = TRUE, collapsible = TRUE,
plotlyOutput("view3")
),
box(title = "X Axis Variable", width = 3, background = "red", height=120,
status = "primary", solidHeader = TRUE, collapsible = TRUE,
selectInput(inputId = "six",label=h6(""),
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choices = c("age","dataset_rows","consent_approved"),selected =
"age")
),
box(title = "Opacity Control", background = "black", width = 3, height=135,
status = "warning", solidHeader = TRUE, collapsible = TRUE,
sliderInput("slider3", "Opacity:", 0, 1, 0.85)
),
box(title = "Fill Variable", width = 3, background = "red", height=120,
status = "primary", solidHeader = TRUE, collapsible = TRUE,
selectInput(inputId = "seven",label=h6(""),
choices =
c("dataset_age","retention_length","data_ownership","loan_status","grade"),selected =
"data_ownership")
)
)
),
tabItem(tabName = "Model",
h2("Model"),
fluidRow(
box(title = "Bar Plots", width = 9, background = "red",
status = "primary", solidHeader = TRUE, collapsible = TRUE,
plotOutput("view4")
)
)
),

# Second tab content
tabItem(tabName = "Summary",
h2("Summary"),
fluidRow(
box(title = "Dataset Summary", background = "purple",
width = 10,
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status = "primary", solidHeader = TRUE, collapsible = TRUE,
verbatimTextOutput("summary1")
),
box(title = "Model Summary", background = "purple",width = 7,
status = "primary",solidHeader = TRUE, collapsible = TRUE,
verbatimTextOutput("summary")
)
)
),
tabItem(tabName = "Results",
h2("Prediction"),
fluidRow(
box(title = "Entered Observation", background = "orange",width = 8,
status = "primary", solidHeader = TRUE, collapsible = TRUE,
tableOutput("table")
),
box(title = "Prediction", background = "red",
status = "primary", solidHeader = TRUE, collapsible = TRUE,
verbatimTextOutput("pred")
)
)
)
)
)
)

server <- function(input, output) {
datainput = reactive({

loan_data <- read.csv(curl("https://github.com/anagar20/Credit-RiskModeling/raw/master/loan_data.csv"))
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index_highage=which(loan_data$age>122)
new_data <- loan_data[-index_highage, ]
loan_data = new_data

loan_data$retention_length <- rep(NA, length(loan_data$emp_length))
loan_data$retention_length[which(loan_data$emp_length <= 2)] <- "0-2"
loan_data$retention_length[which(loan_data$emp_length > 2 & loan_data$emp_length <= 4)]
<- "2-4"
loan_data$retention_length[which(loan_data$emp_length > 4 & loan_data$emp_length <= 6)]
<- "4-6"
loan_data$retention_length[which(loan_data$emp_length > 6 & loan_data$emp_length <=
10)] <- "6-10"
loan_data$retention_length[which(loan_data$emp_length > 10 & loan_data$emp_length <=
15)] <- "10-15"
loan_data$retention_length[which(loan_data$emp_length > 15 & loan_data$emp_length <=
30)] <- "15-30"
loan_data$retention_length[which(loan_data$emp_length > 30 & loan_data$emp_length <=
45)] <- "30-45"
loan_data$retention_length[which(loan_data$emp_length > 45)] <- "45+"
loan_data$retention_length[which(is.na(loan_data$emp_length))] <- "Unknown"
loan_data$retention_length <- as.factor(loan_data$retention_length)
loan_data$emp_length=NULL

loan_data$dataset_age <- rep(NA, length(loan_data$int_rate))
loan_data$dataset_age[which(loan_data$dataset_age <= 8)] <- "0-8"
loan_data$dataset_age[which(loan_data$dataset_age > 8 & loan_data$dataset_age <= 11)] <"8-11"
loan_data$dataset_age[which(loan_data$dataset_age > 11 & loan_data$dataset_age <= 13.5)]
<- "11-13.5"
loan_data$dataset_age[which(loan_data$dataset_age > 13.5)] <- "13.5+"
loan_data$dataset_age[which(is.na(loan_data$dataset_age))] <- "Unknown"
loan_data$dataset_age <- as.factor(loan_data$dataset_age)
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loan_data$dataset_age=NULL

loan_data$loan_status = as.factor(loan_data$loan_status)
loan_data
})

test = reactive({
if (input$submit > 0) {
df <- data.frame(dataset_rows = as.integer(input$dataset_rows),grade = (input$grade),
data_ownership = (input$data_ownership),
consent_approved = (input$consent_approved),age = as.integer(input$age),
retention_length = (input$retention_length),dataset_age = (input$dataset_age))
return(list(df=df))
}

})

fn2 = reactive({
train = (datainput())
train_x = train[ ,-1]
train_y = train[ , 1]
myFolds <- createFolds(train_y, k = input$cv)

myControl = trainControl(
method = "cv",
verboseIter = TRUE,
index = myFolds
)

model <- train(
x=train_x, y=train_y,
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method = input$model,
tuneLength = input$tl,
trControl = myControl,
preProcess = c("zv","center","scale","pca")
)

model
})

new_theme = theme(panel.background = element_blank(),
axis.line.x = element_line(color='black'),
axis.line.y = element_line(color='black'),
axis.ticks = element_line(color='black'),
axis.title.x = element_text(family="Times",face = "bold", size = 12),
axis.title.y = element_text(family="Times",face = "bold", size = 12),
axis.text

= element_text(family="Trebuchet MS",face = "italic", size = 10),

legend.title = element_text(family="Times",face = "bold", size = 8),
legend.text = element_text(family="Trebuchet MS",face = "italic", size = 8))

output$view1 = renderPlotly({
if (input$submit > 0) {
#barplot(table(datainput()$Sex), main="BarPlot - Sex Distribution", names.arg =
c("Female","Male"),col="grey")
p1 = ggplot(datainput(), aes_string(x = input$two, fill = input$one)) +
geom_bar(alpha = input$slider1) + theme_igray()+ new_theme
ggplotly(p1)
}
else{
NULL
}
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})

output$view2 = renderPlotly({
if (input$submit > 0) {
data = datainput()
dat = data[1:input$slider4, ]
#barplot(table(datainput()$Sex), main="BarPlot - Sex Distribution", names.arg =
c("Female","Male"),col="grey")
p2 = ggplot(dat, aes_string(x = input$three,y =input$four, col = input$five)) +
geom_point(alpha = input$slider2) + theme_igray()+ new_theme
ggplotly(p2)
}
else{
NULL
}
})

output$view3 = renderPlotly({
if (input$submit > 0) {
#barplot(table(datainput()$Sex), main="BarPlot - Sex Distribution", names.arg =
c("Female","Male"),col="grey")
p3 = ggplot(datainput(), aes_string(x = input$six, fill = input$seven)) +
geom_histogram(alpha = input$slider3) + theme_igray()+ new_theme
ggplotly(p3)
}
else{
NULL
}
})

output$view4 = renderPlot({
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if (input$submit > 0) {
model = fn2()
plot(model)
}
else{
NULL
}
})

output$summary1 = renderPrint({
if (input$submit > 0) {
summary(datainput())
}
else{
NULL
}
})

output$table = renderTable({
if (input$submit > 0) {
test()$df
}
else{
NULL
}
})

output$pred <- renderPrint({
if (input$submit > 0) {
test = test()$df
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loan_data = datainput()
loan_data_1 = loan_data[ ,c(2,3,4,5,6,7,8)]
ww =(rbind(loan_data_1,test))
test = ww[29092, ]
model = fn2()
pp = predict(model,test)
if(df$consent_approved <= 5000) {
print('Data is of low risk per assessment')
}
else{
print('Data is of high risk per assessment')
}
}
else{
NULL
}
})

output$summary <- renderPrint({
if (input$submit > 0) {
(fn2())
}
else{
NULL
}

})

##################################################################Data Subject
Right############################################################
### Checking Surveys Respondend to ###
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observeEvent(input$onbal_run,{

if (isFALSE(exists("SurveyResponses"))){output$totalstage1ecl<renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "All Responses",value = tags$p("3", style = "font-size:
50%;",style = "padding-bottom:15px;"),icon = icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="light-blue"))
}else {output$totalstage1ecl<-renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "All Applications",value =
tags$p(paste(prettyNum(count(Student_Info)),"Survey Responses",sep=" "), style = "font-size:
50%;",style = "padding-bottom:15px;"),icon = icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="light-blue"))}

if (isFALSE(exists("Approved_applications"))){output$totalstage2ecl<renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "Total Requests",value = tags$p("2", style = "font-size:
50%;",style = "padding-bottom:15px;"),icon = icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="olive"))
}else {output$totalstage2ecl<-renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "Total Requests",value =
tags$p(paste(prettyNum(difference,big.mark=","),"Requests to Data Procesors",sep=" "), style =
"font-size: 50%;",style = "padding-bottom:15px;"),icon = icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="red"))}

if (isFALSE(exists("Approved_applications"))){output$totalstage3ecl<renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "Pending Requests",value = tags$p("1", style = "font-size:
50%;",style = "padding-bottom:15px;"),icon = icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="yellow"))
}else {output$totalstage3ecl<-renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "Pending Request",value =
tags$p(paste(prettyNum(count(Approved_applications),big.mark=","),"Pending Request",sep=" "),
style = "font-size: 50%;",style = "padding-bottom:15px;"),icon = icon("calculator fa-1x"),
color="yellow"))}

})
#StdID variable
observe({

respondentID<-input$searchRespInfo
.GlobalEnv$staffID<- respondentID
surveyID<-input$searchResInfo
.GlobalEnv$surveyID<- surveyID
ResearcherID<-input$searchResearcherInfo
.GlobalEnv$ResearcherID<- ResearcherID
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})
#render Survey responses for respondent
observeEvent(input$db_fetch_RespInfo,{
RespInfo<-subset(Responses,Responses$RespondentID == staffID)
.GlobalEnv$RespInfo<- RespInfo
output$report1Respvalues<-renderTable({RespInfo})

})
#Save Request
observeEvent(input$db_submit_right, {
rightsql <- sqlInterpolate(con, 'INSERT INTO Rights_action
([SurveyID],[ResearcherID],[RespondentID],[RequestID],[Type_of_Request],[Date_of_Request],[A
pprove],[Date_of_Aproval]) VALUES (?SurveyID, ?ResearcherID, ?RespondentID,
?RequestID,?Type_of_Request, ?Date_of_Request, ?Approve,?Date_of_Aproval)',
SurveyID = input$enterSurveyID, ResearcherID = "RS001", RespondentID =
input$searchRespInfo, RequestID = "RQ017", Type_of_Request = input$right_request,
Date_of_Request = "11/09/2021", Approve ="",Date_of_Aproval="")

dbExecute(con, rightsql)
#@dbtrigger$trigger()

###shinyModal to show to user when the update to the database table is successful
showModal( modalDialog( title=paste0("Your request was saved successfully"),
br(),
div(tags$b(paste0("We will notify the data processor of the request made"), style
= "color: green;"))
))
})

### Checking Surveys Respondend to in data processor page###
observeEvent(input$fetch_survey_info,{
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if (isFALSE(exists("SurveyResponses"))){output$totalsurveys<-renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle
= "All Surveys",value = tags$p("1", style = "font-size: 50%;",style = "padding-bottom:15px;"),icon =
icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="light-blue"))
}else {output$totalsurveys<-renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "All Surveys",value =
tags$p(paste(prettyNum(count(Student_Info)),"Survey Responses",sep=" "), style = "font-size:
50%;",style = "padding-bottom:15px;"),icon = icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="light-blue"))}

if (isFALSE(exists("SurveyResponses"))){output$totalresponses<renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "Total Respondents",value = tags$p("63", style = "font-size:
50%;",style = "padding-bottom:15px;"),icon = icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="olive"))
}else {output$totalresponses<-renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "Total Respondents",value =
tags$p(paste(prettyNum(difference,big.mark=","),"Requests to Data Procesors",sep=" "), style =
"font-size: 50%;",style = "padding-bottom:15px;"),icon = icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="red"))}

if (isFALSE(exists("SurveyResponses"))){output$totalrequests<renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "Total Requests",value = tags$p("16", style = "font-size:
50%;",style = "padding-bottom:15px;"),icon = icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="yellow"))
}else {output$totalrequests<-renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "Total Requests",value =
tags$p(paste(prettyNum(count(Approved_applications),big.mark=","),"Pending Request",sep=" "),
style = "font-size: 50%;",style = "padding-bottom:15px;"),icon = icon("calculator fa-1x"),
color="yellow"))}

if (isFALSE(exists("SurveyResponses"))){output$totalpendingrequests<renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "Pending Requests",value = tags$p("7", style = "font-size:
50%;",style = "padding-bottom:15px;"),icon = icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="purple"))
}else {output$totalpending_requests<-renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "Pending
Requests",value = tags$p(paste(prettyNum(count(Approved_applications),big.mark=","),"Pending
Request",sep=" "), style = "font-size: 50%;",style = "padding-bottom:15px;"),icon =
icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="purple"))}

})
#render Survey responses for respondent
observeEvent(input$db_fetch_ResInfo,{
ResInfo<-subset(Surveys,Surveys$SurveyID == SurveyID)
.GlobalEnv$RespInfo<- RespInfo
output$report1Resvalues<-renderTable({ResInfo})
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output$approvalpieplot<-renderPlotly({
not_approved<-sum(Rights_action$Approve=="")
print(not_approved)
approved<-sum(Rights_action$Approve=="Y")
print(approved)

labels = c('Approved','Pending')
values = c(approved, not_approved)
df <- data.frame(labels, values)

fig <- df %>% plot_ly(labels = ~labels, values = ~values)

fig <- fig %>% add_pie(hole = 0.6)

fig <- fig %>% layout(
showlegend = T,
xaxis = list(showgrid = FALSE, zeroline = FALSE, showticklabels = FALSE),
yaxis = list(showgrid = FALSE, zeroline = FALSE, showticklabels = FALSE))
fig
})

#####Bar Chart
output$approvalpieplot2<-renderPlot({
access = sum(Rights_action$Type_of_Request=="Access")
rectify = sum(Rights_action$Type_of_Request=="Rectify")
deletion<-sum(Rights_action$Type_of_Request=="Deletion")
portability<-sum(Rights_action$Type_of_Request=="Portability")
restrict<-sum(Rights_action$Type_of_Request=="Restrict Processing")

Request_Type = c("Rectify", "Access", "Deletion","Portability","Restrict Processing")
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values = c(rectify,access,deletion,portability,restrict)
df <- data.frame(Request_Type, values)

ggplot(df, aes(area = values, fill = Request_Type,
label = paste(Request_Type, values, sep = "\n"))) +
ggtitle("Categories of data requests") +
geom_treemap() +
geom_treemap_text(colour = "white",
place = "centre",
size = 15) +
theme(legend.position = "right")
plotly::ggplotly()
})
####Line graph
output$responsesline<-renderPlotly({
fig <- plot_ly(x = ~Rights_action$RequestID, y = ~Rights_action$Days_taken_to_approve, type
= 'scatter', mode = 'lines', fill = 'tozeroy')
fig <- fig %>% layout(xaxis = list(title = 'Request_ID'),
yaxis = list(title = 'Days taken to respond'),
title = "Days taken to respond to requests ")

fig
})

})

##### Fetch survey info###############################
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### Checking Surveys Respondend to in data processor page###
observeEvent(input$fetch_consent_info,{

if (isFALSE(exists("SurveyResponses"))){output$totalresponses1<renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "Respondents",value = tags$p("63", style = "font-size:
50%;",style = "padding-bottom:15px;"),icon = icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="light-blue"))
}else {output$totalresponses1<-renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "Respondents",value =
tags$p(paste(prettyNum(count(Student_Info)),"Survey Responses",sep=" "), style = "font-size:
50%;",style = "padding-bottom:15px;"),icon = icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="light-blue"))}

if (isFALSE(exists("SurveyResponses"))){output$totalobtainedconsent<renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "Consent Obtained",value = tags$p("36", style = "font-size:
50%;",style = "padding-bottom:15px;"),icon = icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="olive"))
}else {output$totalobtainedconsent<-renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "Consent
Obtained",value = tags$p(paste(prettyNum(difference,big.mark=","),"Requests to Data
Procesors",sep=" "), style = "font-size: 50%;",style = "padding-bottom:15px;"),icon =
icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="red"))}

if (isFALSE(exists("SurveyResponses"))){output$totalpendingconsent<renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "Consent Pending",value = tags$p("25", style = "font-size:
50%;",style = "padding-bottom:15px;"),icon = icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="yellow"))
}else {output$totalpendingconsent<-renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "Consent
Pending",value = tags$p(paste(prettyNum(count(Approved_applications),big.mark=","),"Pending
Request",sep=" "), style = "font-size: 50%;",style = "padding-bottom:15px;"),icon =
icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="yellow"))}

if (isFALSE(exists("SurveyResponses"))){output$totalwithdrawnconsent<renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "Consent Withdrawn",value = tags$p("2", style = "font-size:
50%;",style = "padding-bottom:15px;"),icon = icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="purple"))
}else {output$totalwithdrawnconsent<-renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "Consent
Withdrawn",value =
tags$p(paste(prettyNum(count(Approved_applications),big.mark=","),"Pending Request",sep=" "),
style = "font-size: 50%;",style = "padding-bottom:15px;"),icon = icon("calculator fa-1x"),
color="purple"))}

###########Scatter
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output$approvalpieplot1<-renderPlotly({
obtained <-sum(Consent$Consent.Given=="Obtained")
pending<-sum(Consent$Consent.Given=="Pending")
withdrawn<-sum(Consent$Consent.Given=="Withdrawn")
consent_type<-c("Obtained","Pending","Withdrawn")
consent_values<-c(obtained,pending,withdrawn)
consent_df<-data.frame(consent_type, consent_values)

######Scatter#######
fig <- plot_ly(consent_df, x = ~consent_values, y = ~consent_type, name = "Number of
responses with consent obtained", type = 'scatter',
mode = "markers", marker = list(color = "blue"))
fig <- fig %>% layout(
title = "Number of responses with consent obtained",
xaxis = list(title = "No of responses"),
margin = list(l = 100)
)

fig
})
##############Dumbell Plots
output$diffconsentdays<-renderPlotly({
theme_set(theme_bw())

# Data Prep

# Diverging Barcharts
# Diverging Barcharts
ggplot(Consent_DF, aes(x=RespondentID, y=mpg_z, label="Consent")) +
geom_bar(stat='identity', aes(fill=mpg_type), width=.5) +
scale_fill_manual(name="Consent",
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labels = c("Consent obtained", "Consent not obtained"),
values = c("above"="#00ba38", "below"="#f8766d")) +
labs(
title= "Respondent Consent") +
ylim(-1.5, 1.5)+
coord_flip()
})

})
#render Risk metrics responses for researcher
observeEvent(input$db_fetch_ResearcherInfo,{
DatasetInfo<-subset(Risk,Risk$ResearcherID == ResearcherID)
.GlobalEnv$RespInfo<- DatasetInfo
output$report1Researchervalues<-renderTable({DatasetInfo})

if (isFALSE(exists("Risk"))){output$totaldatasets<-renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "Total
Datasets",value = tags$p("3", style = "font-size: 50%;",style = "padding-bottom:15px;"),icon =
icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="light-blue"))
}else {output$totaldatasets<-renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "Total Datasets",value =
tags$p(paste(prettyNum(3)), style = "font-size: 50%;",style = "padding-bottom:15px;"),icon =
icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="light-blue"))}

if (isFALSE(exists("Risk"))){output$totalopenrequests<-renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle =
"Open Requests",value = tags$p("45", style = "font-size: 50%;",style = "paddingbottom:15px;"),icon = icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="olive"))
}else {output$totalopenrequests<-renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "Open Requests",value =
tags$p(paste(prettyNum(45,big.mark=",")), style = "font-size: 50%;",style = "paddingbottom:15px;"),icon = icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="red"))}

if (isFALSE(exists("Risk"))){output$totalarchivaldue<-renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle =
"Datasets due for archival",value = tags$p("1", style = "font-size: 50%;",style = "paddingbottom:15px;"),icon = icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="yellow"))
}else {output$totalarchivaldue<-renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "Datasets due for
archival",value = tags$p(paste(prettyNum(1,big.mark=",")), style = "font-size: 50%;",style =
"padding-bottom:15px;"),icon = icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="yellow"))}
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######Bar Plot
output$datasetResponses<-renderPlot({
p <- ggplot(Risk, aes(x = Risk$DatasetID, y = Risk$Responses))+
geom_col(aes(fill = Risk$DatasetID), width = 0.7)
p + coord_flip()
p + ggtitle("Responses per datatype") +
xlab("Dataset ID") + ylab("No of responses")

})
######Pie Plot
output$requiresaudit<-renderPlotly({

audit_x<-c("Requires Audit","Does not require audit")
Yes = sum(Risk$Audit_Required=="Y")
No = sum(Risk$Audit_Required=="N")
audit_y = c(Yes,No)
audit_data<-data.frame(audit_x,audit_y)
print(audit_data)

fig <- plot_ly(audit_data, labels = ~audit_x, values = ~audit_y, type = 'pie')
fig <- fig %>% layout(title = 'Datasets scheduled for audit',
xaxis = list(showgrid = FALSE, zeroline = FALSE, showticklabels = FALSE),
yaxis = list(showgrid = FALSE, zeroline = FALSE, showticklabels = FALSE))

fig
})

########Dumbell
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output$consentdays<-renderPlotly({
consent_dataset<-Consent[1:25,]
print(consent_dataset)

fig <- plot_ly(consent_dataset, color = I("gray80"))
fig <- fig %>% add_segments(x = ~consent_dataset$Date_of_response, xend =
~consent_dataset$Date_of_consent, y = ~consent_dataset$RespondentID, yend =
~consent_dataset$RespondentID, showlegend = FALSE)
fig <- fig %>% add_markers(x = ~consent_dataset$Date_of_response, y =
~consent_dataset$RespondentID, name = "Date of response", color = I("red"))
fig <- fig %>% add_markers(x = ~consent_dataset$Date_of_consent, y =
~consent_dataset$RespondentID, name = "Date consent given", color = I("green"))
fig <- fig %>% layout(
title = "Days between response and consent approval",
xaxis = list(title = "Days of the month"),
margin = list(l = 65)
)

fig
})

})
#render Lifecycle
observeEvent(input$fetch_lifecycle_info,{

if (isFALSE(exists("Risk"))){output$totalnodatasets<-renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "Total
Datasets",value = tags$p("3", style = "font-size: 50%;",style = "padding-bottom:15px;"),icon =
icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="light-blue"))
}else {output$totalnodatasets<-renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "Total Datasets",value =
tags$p(paste(prettyNum(3)), style = "font-size: 50%;",style = "padding-bottom:15px;"),icon =
icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="light-blue"))}
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if (isFALSE(exists("Risk"))){output$totalarchiveddata<-renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle =
"Archived data",value = tags$p("0", style = "font-size: 50%;",style = "padding-bottom:15px;"),icon
= icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="olive"))
}else {output$totalarchiveddata<-renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "Archived data",value =
tags$p(paste(prettyNum(0,big.mark=",")), style = "font-size: 50%;",style = "paddingbottom:15px;"),icon = icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="green"))}

if (isFALSE(exists("Risk"))){output$totaldatapending<-renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle =
"Datasets due for archival",value = tags$p("1", style = "font-size: 50%;",style = "paddingbottom:15px;"),icon = icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="yellow"))
}else {output$totaldatapending<-renderValueBox(valueBox(subtitle = "Datasets due for
archival",value = tags$p(paste(prettyNum(1,big.mark=",")), style = "font-size: 50%;",style =
"padding-bottom:15px;"),icon = icon("calculator fa-1x"), color="yellow"))}

######Bar Plot
output$dataarchived<-renderPlotly({
dataset1<-sum(Responses$SurveyID=="SVY001")
dataset2<-sum(Responses$SurveyID=="SVY002")
dataset3<-sum(Responses$SurveyID=="SVY003")
data_rows<-c(dataset1, dataset2, dataset3)
data_col<-c("Dataset1","Dataset2","Dataset3")
dataset_df<-data.frame(data_col,data_rows)
print(dataset_df)

library(plotly)

fig <- plot_ly(
x = data_col,
y = data_rows,
name = "Datasets",
type = "bar"
)
fig <- fig %>% layout(xaxis = list(title = 'Datasets'),
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yaxis = list(title = 'Total no of rows'),
title = "No of records in datasets")

fig

})
######Lollipop Plot
output$daystakentoarchive<-renderPlot({
ggplot(Risk, aes(x=DatasetID, y=Days_to_Archival)) +
geom_point(size=3) +
geom_segment(aes(x=DatasetID,
xend=DatasetID,
y=0,
yend=Days_to_Archival)) +
geom_point(size = 4, pch = 21, bg = 4, col = 1) +
labs(title="Days to archival") +
theme(axis.text.x = element_text(angle=65, vjust=0.6))

})

########Dumbell
})

}

shinyApp(ui, server)
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